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A STUDY OP TRUANCY OH THS PART OP BOYS PROM
TH1RTESH TO SIXTEKH YEARS OP AGS

CHAPTER

I

PR03LSH Aim IHTR030CTORY STATEHSFF
Thex'e is

no denying the fact that Truancy exists in practical-

ly every public school system, .Whether the system be that of a great,

busy city or of a quiet, peaceful town.

Just why it does exist;

what particular factors in the social, physical and mental back-

ground of a boy contribute their share of responsibility for this
delinquency; whether its prevalence should cause educators any serious concerns what means may be employed to combat it or to decrease
the amount of truancy? and whether results attainable justify the

expense and effort necessary, are questions which suggest themselves
in a consideration of the problems
.Jf foots

,

What are some of toe Causes,

and Possible lleans of Controlling Truancy ?

INTRODUCTORY STATBHS2TT
The word "truancy 9 , as used in this study, defines a pupil's

act in absenting himself from one or more sessions of school, withbis
out just cause, with or without the knowledge and consent of

parent or guardian,

^hile, in general, truants absent themselves

who
without the knowledge of their parents, there are some pupils
a parent*
are truants with the consent and even at the urging of
to absent
The fact that the parent consents to the child's desire
truhimself from school, without just cause, does not excuse the

2

ancy, and the parent, under Haeaachusetta law, may be held account-

able for the child's act.
Delinquency.

In either instance, whether with or without the

knowledge of the parent, the very act of truanting haa made the pupil a delinquent, a breaker of the law, a potential scoffer at

other Iowa.

Some experienced educators, who have had ample oppor-

tunities to observe delinquents, believe that frequently laore serious delinquencies have been the outgrowths of truancies, and that

these Instances of delinquency can be decreased in proportion as

the control of truancy is increased.

A summary of an inquiry into

the relation of truancy to delinquency is included in a later chapter.

Burt, in his chapter onT'/andering" (page 435}, expresses his

views on truancy in the following words
*2?ext to theft, truancy is the commonest of all juvenile offenses. As stealing is the typical offenae of
the older time-hardened delinquent, so wandering away,
whether from home or school, is the typical offense of
the younger. Among cases brought to me on other grounds,
24 per cent of the boys sad 9 per cent of the girls
proved to have been truants in the past; and, in nearly
every one, truancy was the earliest offenae.
»As a rule, truancy is little thought of.
Hut, in
actual fact, it is usually the first step on the downward stair to crime the first premonitory portent of
far more desperate misdemeanors. "*

—

If the curbing of truancy, accomplished through a better

understanding of motives behind the act of truanting, can bring
about not only a lessening of juvenile delinquencies, as we believe it con and does, but also a reconstructed attitude toward
school and society on the part of the truant, any efforts in
that direction are well worth attempting.

There will be fail-

*Cyril Burt, "The Young Delinquent *, D. Appleton Co., N« Y. 1925

ures, to be sure.

There will always be stubborn, hardened youths,

who will go their wilful ways,
tions 5

— despite

—usually

toward the penal institu-

everything that can be done to try to prevent it,

but the number of successes,

— of

boys diverted from the b/- oaths

of crime to the sun-lit open road being travelled by the majority
of pilgrims on this earth,—will more than repay 3ociety for the

time and expense spent in the endeavor.

As Govenor Lehman said to the Legislature of the State of

Hew York in his special message on "Crime * in January, 1936 x" Crime prevention is the most appealing phase of
the entire crime problem, Svery year more recruits
are added to the long list of known criminals and
juvenile delinquents. The average age of prison inmates is twenty- three years, but the largest age group
is composed of those nineteen years old. Moreover, the
tragic truth is that the first offender in the legal
sense is frequently an old offender in the eye of the
parent, the neighborhood, the attendance officer, the
police officer, the social worker and the church."

Ami again in the same message he says;"Real economy demands that measures be developed
discover,
diagnose and eliminate personal, educato
tional, economic and social conditions that produce
warped personalities, especially during the impressionable periods of childhood and adolescence********
For example, in terms of their present curricula, vocational programs, modes of administration, contacts
with parents and relationship to community life, do
our schools prevent or create maladjustments which
are the foundation of school failures, lack of progress, truancy and the anti-social warning signals
of pro-delinquency? *

Teachers may find considerable food for thought in that

question asked by Govenor Lehman, for truancy is a far too coataon
sign of that maladjustment of which he speaks.

Before any real success in control of a specific case of tru-

ancy can be hoped for, a study must be made of the various reasons

underlying the individual* a act in absent ing himself from school.
These reasons , or causes > must ba analyzed and diagnosed from the

pupil's viewpoint, in order that remedial measures may he prescribed.

Just what forces impelled him to run away from the classroom

where were gathered so many of his companions?

The answer nay ba

found in the study of the home backgrounds it may be found in the

classroom itself; it may be traced to a combination of both, or it

may lie entirely outside the field of home and school.

It is the

task of the teacher to seek diligently until he finds that answer,
if he would break the habit of truancy.

Unfortunately for their own good, perhaps, there is little
being done is our schools to meet the situation of girls truanting, except in the most flagrant oases.

What little literature

there is available on the subject of Truancy, and that far the

most part consists of brief paragraphs incorporated into chapters
on related subjects, is confined almost entirely to the topic of

boy truants,

CHAPTER II
BELATED READINGS

Host writers on the subject of the problem child in school
agree that the mental capacity of the ohild is a very important

factor in the matter.

Elisabeth A. Irwin and Louis A. Harks have

made a rather extensive study of the problem child in the elementary schools of Hew York City, and in their book, entitled "Pitting
the School to the Child", they discuss in detail many of their findings.

They feel that the public school has been doing very little

for the large clas3 of children whose

I.

q*« rank between 75 and 90,

and who are classed a3 dull normal children.
"If we were to analyze 1000 school children who are social

and educational misfits, the great majority would certainly be

found to belong to this group.

The truants, the hold-overs, the

disciplinary cases are preponderantly of the dull normal type.

They

organizaare a symptom of protest against our inadequate school

tion."*1

Something should be done for them.

They are one of the types

unhappineas in
who turn to truancy as an escape from boredom and
school.

To quote again Irwin and Harks:

who can"The distressing problem presented by children
the regular academic requirements and

not cope successfully with

is a daily experiwho are, nevertheless, not mental defectives,

2
ence in every school."*

Child in
Mary B» Sayles, in her book called "The Problem
of the dull boy
School', speaks of the boredom and restiveness
Child", Maciailan Co.
*Irwin and Marks- "Pitting the School to the
*1— page 165, *2 page 173
H. Y. 1924

6

when forced by a compulsory school law to attend classes In which
attempts are being made to teach him academic work Beyond the eoope
of his intelligence or interact.

She suggests that great hanef it

may coma to such a hoy through enoouraseraont and sympathetic interest*

3ho writes:

"For many hoys and sirIs the first step to a

solution of their problems is the warm personal interest of someone

who sees them not as mere obstructions, as snags in the smooth- f lowing stream of academic progress,

"but

as individuals possessed of

joints of view and potentialities of their own.

insight and sympathy need to be supplemented

hi'

Yet in meet oases
revised curricula

#1
and by the supplying of new interests.

Besides the dull child we have, as a problem child and as a
truant, the child who is an habitual Wanderer.

Hoot of us desire

to move about, to see new places, to try new experiences, and it ie

not surprising that children have somewhat the same desires.

In

3ome children this tendency is far more marked than in others.

William Henry Tyle, writing on "Some Inborn Traits" in his
book "Training Children

says, in regard to runaway childrem-

"Bow this running-away from home without permission should bo

stopped just as all other undesirable tendencies are subdued.

But

the desire of the child to see and explore the world should be

satisfied.

Trips and excursions should be almost daily occurrences.

they
HOt only do the exploring tripe promote health and growth, but

are the souroe of much information about the world."*

airy B. Say lee, "The Problem Child in School" Com. Fund,
pages 101 and 102
*2
wia.

h. Pyle, "Training Children "-The Century Co. .U.Y.1929

yggM

H»Y<p

1927

He places the bleme for truancies and runnings away on the

fact that horaelife and school life do not satisfy the child*
tore.

School work, he finds, is often so aha tract that it

to the child to hear little relation to raal life.
Dr. Abraham Ifyerson, writing on "^oriditary and r,nvironment-

al Factors in the Emotional Life of the Child", says that human
beings react to the attitude of those around thsa

lay

emotion, and

that if we show contempt or anger to a child, he will react with

anger or self-depreciation or indifference.

Hfe

mentions the need

for judicious use of praise, blame, reward and punishment in training the child.

Truancy and absence are a source of great waste in the United
States.

Knight, in a study of

this wastes

'

Tducation in the U. S." says of

"It is estimated that waste restating from irregular

attendance costs annually 0175,000,000."

*1

0« this same topic of waste of public funds an* its compleB.
ment, added public expense for juvenile delinquency, Andrew

Court
Steele, Chief Probation Officer of Jackson County Juvenile
every
of Kansas City, i» authority for the statement that nearly
delinquent
juvenile court is confronted with the rapid increase in
elements in
oy in the fourteen year old group. 'The ever present
maladthe situation are conflict with authority and vocational

failure. lie
justments, accompanied all too frequently by school
school for
advocates a greater respect on the part of the average
achievement
the individual differences in pupils with sxiccessful
he says,
possible for each one. 'It would materially diminish,"
of the delinquent
"the numbers that are being fed into the army

Boston
p. 18
*1 Knight, Education in the U.S.*, Ciim & Co.,
149-lu3
•2 1932-33 Year Book, national Probation Association, p»p»

and maladjusted, and

la&Oce

for a more wholesome and a happier nation-

al life.*
Incidentally, it would alee diminish public waste.
This newer attitude toward the matter of dealing with the mal-

adjusted child » who becomes the chronic truant, is expressed by Cyr-

il Burt, who has made a thorough-going study of the young delinquent,

quent

deplores some of tho old methods of treating the delin-

lie

anct

truant.

•To whip a boy, to fine him, to shut him up in a penal insti-

tution, because he hao infringed the law, is like sending a patient,

on the first appearance of fewer, out under the open sky to cool his
skin and 3are others from tho infection.

8

*1

.Adjustment for these truants and delinquents is i>oo3ible in

the majority of case3.

Homogeneous grouping ae a step in the right

direction is urge! by Symonde, Koos, Davis and Reavis.
Charles William Sheehan in a Survey of "The Problem of Attendance at Roxbury Ueaorial IUgh Sehool for Boys" raakee the following

classification of eau3es of unnecessary absences:
1.
2.
5.
4.

Heonoaio conditions at home.
Moral conditions of homo and neighborhood.
Sehool program not adapted to pupil's ability
School program sot adapted to pupil's interests
and needs.

In speaking of the ehronioally absent pupil, (our truant),

he says that he "constitutes the great waste in our problem of attendance, and It Is this sort of pupil *ho is falling in school

and /111 fail in life unless the school makes a concerted attempt
to straighten him out."

1°25
»1 Cyril Burt, *The Young Delinquent", D.Appleton Co,, H.Y.
p. 5

y

He found a decided relationship "between poor attendance and
poor scholarship.
that school.

23 points of credit are a nonaal year* a work in

In a group of 73 chronic a us antees, all shoving Tory

poor attendance records,

per year.

Only

32£»

tiie

median number of points earned wa3 l£

of the whole group earned more than $ a year's

credits*

On the importance of religious background, we quote Alfred 3.
Stearns, foruer hoadsiaster of one of our oldest academics.

To

most of our hoys and girls today," he says, "the Bible

has bscoise practically a closed hook*

Family prayers, so comaon in

times past, and eren the sickle request for God* a blessing oa the

daily

mai,

are alaost uiikneys.

Under the requireiaent of

the

lasr

teaching of religion, and frequently even the simplest religious
Religion, at

exercises, are debarred from our public schools.

least in its outward sianifest&tions, has been steadily relegated
to the 3srap~hs&ps of the past.

''^or-Geuer&l Leonard "ood expressing* *-******his strong conviction that if, as he had often been told, the American youth of
today as contrasted with the youth of forraer years, were losing
their religious interest, the fact uuet
the beginrdag of our national decay.''

"be

accepted as evidence of

*1

George Vasiiington, in his Earewali Address, declared:
.all

the dispositions and habits which lead to political prosperity,

religion and iaorality
that

"Of

mm

UN

Indispensable supports.

In rain would

olaisa the tribute of patriotism, who should labor to sub-

Tert these great pillars of human happiness, these firmest props of
of the duties of sen and citisens ****** **and let us with caution in-

*3teams, "The Challange of Youth",

\7.A m Tttlde,

Bob ton, 1023, p. 76.

norality onn be maintained M.thout re-

dul-te the

supposition

ligion,

hatever may be conceded to the influence of refined ed-

thr.t

ucation on minds of aeculiar structure, reason end experience

both forbid us to expect that national Morality can prevail in exclusion of religious principle. *

George l.nshinc*on, Farewell Address, 3e

>t.
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CHAPT5R III
PROCSDOHS, DATA AHD SCOPS

For the past four years the oppor i.uni ty has been afforded me
of studying the hoy truant at close range In a school for hoy tru-

ants, Lahore I have been teaching and working with groups of 8th,

9th and 10th Grade boya, varying in age from 13 years to 16 years,
This school, which Is a disciplinary school for truants and

offenders, is a public day school* established some twenty years ago by one of our large Sew England cities to replace an institutional school in which truants had previously been confinod for definite

lengths of time away from their hoses, families and friends.

It was

tried as an experiment to attempt the guidance and training of the
truant, without subjecting him to the stigma of institutional life.
The experiment has proven sufficiently successful to be continued

through the years,

Data on this phase of the subject appears In a

later chapter.
The school's aim is the correction and prevention of truancy

and delinquency throu^i environment and character training.

The

transfer of a boy from his home district school to the disciplin-

ary school is effected by the Chief Attendance Officer upon the
complaint of the boy* a attendance officer er at the request of his
principal end upon the recommendation of the school superintendent
in charge of attendance.

by the Court.
school staffs.

Transfers are also recommended at times

Attendance officers work in close harmony with the

Continued failure to attend school after transfer

truant to a
to the disciplinary school calls for commitment of the

12

state or county residence training school.
The school building is a largo stone mansion, xormerly a pri-

vate

:vj. se ,

located on spacious grounds with shrubs, shads trees and

rocks, and with senile space Tor recreation.

The rooms of the man-

sion have been converted into classroom, but much of the beautiful

carved mahogany woodwork and mosaic tiling have been left undisturbed, and they afford pleasure to oumy boys who have been accustonod

only to poor, crowded, run-down homos or tenements.

The boys take

a sort of possessive pride in keeping up the appearance of the
school, both inside and outside the building*

Since the school serves a very wide area* being the only one
of its kind in the city, the matter of transportation is taken care
of by the city, and ear-checks are furnished daily to boys who live

beyond waiting distance, and on stormy days to almost all the pupils.
The daily street-oar or subway trip serves the double purpose of

transporting the pupils to school and offering them ths opportunity
to satisfy, to some extent, their natural craving for adventure and

roaming, for change and activity.
The school accepts for enrollment boy3 from 7 to 16 years of
age, with the restriction, however, that below 9 years of age, only

those boys who live within walking distance may be entered.

run from 1 to 12.

Grades

Because of the fact that mtaiy of the pupils tra-

vel to school from distant points, the school operates on a onework
session plan for all pupils. The opening bell rings at 8:55,
f
actually begins at 3:45, and the closing bell sounds at 2 o clock.
prepared
Uot luncheons are served at cost at noon. They have been
part of
by the boys themselves in their cooking classes, which are

13

the program for vocational training.

A diversified s^op, equipped

for teooliiag woodwori3.ng, metal work, printing, and electricity, affords

boya au opportunity to become acquainted with these fields

tlte

and provide

;

interesting exploratory experience, as well as a chance

for development of the large

js^sjMtfjj

£he shop is located in the

former a tons earriaga-liouso of the estate, a short walk from the

main building,

fhf pupils enjoy the little Jaunt from academic class-

rooms to shop, and oven get some little thrill out of clambering into the lofts and descending into the cellars for soma of their sup-

plies* stored there*

All through the year, when the weather permits, the entire
school, ranging from 150 to 200 pupils, assembles in mid-morning

on the school* s out-door drill grounds and goes through a short
period of ©risk setting-up oxeroises under the direction of a man
who has been for a number of years athletic Instructor at a popular private suraasr camp for boys* 2wre is considerable friendly
inter-class rivalry in the drill because of a olub-period award on

Fridays to the class or classes making the best showing far the
for a
week. The winning class is usually taken to a nearby park
football game or baseball game in pleasant weather.

In wintry or

stormy weather an indoor activity is planned.

fresh air, the exercise, and the change of scenery , help
likely
the boys* nerves under control, for the truant is

'J5»

to keep

wearied by proto be a very nervous, restless type of boy, easily
his physilonged mental exertion, and the school aims to improve
mental and moral
cal condition tfhile it is striving to improvo his
between them*
stats of being. BMMU is often a close relationship

The real play tiro for the boyo coos* after luncheon, when

they are allowed one-half hour out-of-doors for various genes un-

der supervision of an athletic director.

On stonqy days they usu-

ally choose to spend their recess playing checkers.
2als school, then, is the setting for the •laboratory" where
roost of the

data and statistics have been compiled, and "wherein have

been aside most of the observations , upon which this study of Truancy
la

;•

.

.:

'o

filSBa

In trying to view truancy f roa many angles and to understand

what varied factors in

a

his deal re to run

from the classroom, data was gathered on the

assay

boy's life seem to bear a relationship to

following subjects:
CAUSJS
1.

^rentggs--l3 there reason to believe that traits leading to truancy nay be influenced by the fact that parents are either foreign-born er native-born?

2»

Hnviromect— Hae the domestic and social condition of
his home, or its financial condition, anything to do

with the formation of habits of truancy?

Has the boy»s

religious background, or lack of it, any bearing on
the subject?
3. Previous School 31tuatlon--I>id the boy have the men-

tal capacity to keep up with the work of
Tfae

Ms

class?

there any feeling of personal antagonism toward

his teachers, and, if so, why?

''as

he adapted to the

program of work that he was expected to carry on?

he a behavior problem in tho old school?

Did he ab-

sent hiraself on the pretext of poor health or injury
in order to run to hospitala, seeding attention or

sympathy or adventure?
4. JenoruJL

pupil »

Health—Did the condition of health

aoaaa

of the

physical defect or handicap, contribute

to hie habit of truancy?

SBiMatlflM J£ Truanoia»~ghat reasone do

3»

the boya thoioselvea offer in explanation of their de-

sire to abaent thaaaolves from school?

^"f feya*

Own Statements on AotlTitiea while Truanta

7 # court Hecqrd3

—Was

the truant becoming involved in

criminal acts and getting into difficulties with the
police while away frost his boolca and desk?

tfaa

be

far
being coEraitted to institutional training schools

hie acta?

Or being placed on probation with a sus-

pended sentence by juvenile courts?
8- gcholaatlc

Standing—ghat effect was hia truancy bar-

and future eduing upon the boy'e scholastic standing
cation?

- ^Laariaon

of

ggMg

9J?ooial 3011001

attendance
for truants succeed in bettering the boy' a
truunte beooue
record? -hat percentage of habitual
K**t perstabilised in the natter of attendance?
nany »ojr» iMWre
centage saay be considered losses? I2ow
continued truancies?
been sent away to institutions for
be done by a public school
10. Means of Control—^hat nay

to keep former truants in school, at least until they

have reached the required school age?
These questions furnished, in general, the topics upon Which

information and statistics were sought,

irnmpy or actacz

aiid

The problem
1.

ms

sco;^

attacked in throe ways:

Case study of the Hoy Truants, through means of

personal interview's, ciuestionaaires, hone visits,

end supplementary reports from Attendance Officers,

from School

pared

Ifurae

2.

School Records

3.

Court Records and reports from Probation Officers

??ere p*»for come of the data various simple questionnaires
after
and presented to different snail classes of truants,

long enough period
they had been in the school over a sufficiently
friendship ©»d conof time for us to feel that *e had gained their
honest statements from
fidence, aid that we -tfould receive frank and
according to content,
The answers were tabulated or analyzed
thsau

and the charts and statistics studied.
personal interviews were
In addition to the questionnaires,
domestic and financial
held with each hoy to obtain data on the
than truancies, upon court
home situation, on delinquencies other
in his district school,
records, his personal adjustment difficulties
These facts uero recordand on his own reasons for his truancies.

ed upon his personal "Information Sheet".
comes a letter
Preceding the arrival in school of each boy
superintendent, sirios »
from his former principal or from the
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brief account of the boy's difficulties in the home school, insofar
as those difficulties are kno*n.

Upon the boy* a arrival an

* In-

formation Sheet 9 is filled out, which gives in brief form a history
of the boy, of hie family, his
tinent facts.

horns

conditions, and any other per-

This information is obtained partly froa the Attend-

ance Officer woo has the truant in charge and partly froa questioning the boy himself.

The Information Sheet follows tho boy through

the school, kept in his private folder, along with all other materi-

al concerning him, such as his scholastic record cards , attendance
records, and letters from his home or froa the Court.

Whenever new

facts about him come to light, they are added to the data already
recorded, so that, by the time the boy is ready for discharge from
and
the school, the school has a complete case history of the boy,

can make suitable raeoaaondatioas for him.
Further information on Home Conditions and on General Health

from the
was obtained by making personal home-visits and by reports
reported sick.
School mirse, who visits the home whenever a boy is
over the
other cases parents hove come to the school to talk
In

problems of the boys and some of their own difficulties.
of attendance
School records supplied the data, for comparison
school, and
records before and after transfer to the disciplinary

also scholarship records.
before a judge in JuIf a boy from the school has appeared
appointed at that
venile session of court, the probation officer
school and exchanges
time, keeps more or less in touch with the
habits, activities
with the school information as to the boy's
school and officer,
and progress, to the mutual advantage of both

16

and to the benefit of the boy.
Out of a larger group, I chose at random the tiMNW of 110

during the past tit years hare been assigned for a time

boys,

^i.o

to

classes ia the school for truants,

r:ty

fonas ths unit v/hieh

aapMb

I har/e

This group of 110 truants

used for purposes of investigation.

In-

W8 the city wdcwt other provision for the m3at?illy deficient

children, hone of the boys admitted to

tine

truant school are to be

c ons i dero'i f esble-minded
I,

group of that sise seesed not too unwieldy a unit to consid-

er} there was sufficient variety of type within the group to raake it

ciiaraoterlstic of the school j

and lince the school takos oare of a

large city with a population of over 700,000 inhabitants, distribut-

ed over both congested and scattered arsas, it laight well be typical of the average cross-section view of the hoy-truant group of any

fair sise oity or term,
ilhe

school itself has been in existence in its present general

character since 1915.
al stage.

It has, therefore, gone beyond the expsriraent-

It has proved its usefulness to the boy and to society in

its twenty years of

-tforlc

with the truant, and it offers a good field

of study for the analysis of ways and means of controlling truancy.

11
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Parentage
Curious as to whether parentage, from the standpoint ©X parente being native- or f oroign-born, seemed to bear any relation-

ship to the fact of truancy, information was gathered from each
boy concerning the country of birtii of both of his parents.

The

following table shows' the results of the questionnaire.
native- and rogeign-bop Parents of Truant

Table I

Zl^jgggZ^
TThi ted

States

Foreign-born
Unknown
Totals

^»

ft

Ilotnera

ao.

.

G;

..

S3

50£

United States

37

33.6#

73

66.4

Foreign-bora

69

62.8

4

3.6

Unknown

_±

3.6

110

100.

310

100.

Out of 110 fathers of truants 33 or

IQJtf

were born in the Uni-

from foreign
ted States, wl-ile 73 or about 06.4,1 caaa to /aaerica
native-born, and «*
shores* Of the 110 mothers, 37 or 33.6> v/ere
Tee boys ware unable to
62.S,; ware X orsign-boro.
or
were born, two more were
tell whore eithar their fathers or mothers
hod eomo from, whilo two others
uuiable to toll where their fathers
fathers but knew nothing about their
ftp* th* ttftiolMM ox" their

wWiMBMy

mothers I

#

page 437, a peaking of
Burt, in his diseusoion of Pandering*,
no* soenes an* new adventures,
children who like to room off to enjoy
of certain animals and birds
recalling to him the migratory habits
oayss
aad the trekking of primitive tribes,

3urt, "The Young Delinquent

Appleton Co., H. Y. 1925

•-10

•with the 3 a periodic vagrants , aoae of the simplest
whose
"but most persistent examples are those of children
as,
^ipsi
disposition—
roving
of
thensslves
parents KM
stoat
itinerant
an
of
progeny
e;aigrants~the
or
vagabonds,
anger
like
for,
nomads*
,
race
of
a
of
perlmps
and
f^g* _
and ^auisiUvensss, the nigratory instiact gagga yHBgH-*,
and risoglaa .*
gg-pTTpecl

TO

Burt, hi'aself , found that out of 53 habitual English truants,

whose family histories he obtaaaed,

marked migratory tendencies.

17.6)*'

had relativea shewing

He also states that J. H. Villi ana

in a study of 24 American truants found

34,%

hereditary

noaiadisia.

of 142 paIt seeas reasonable to suppose that whan a total

leave their
rents have seen fit to gather up their belongings,
adventure
native lands and voyage to Aiaeriea in search of work,

number an apor changing scenes, there must have been in that
has been
preciable amount of isigratory or noaad instinct which
soma extraiasmtted to their offspring and which aay account to
woods, shops or
tent for the latter <s succumbing to the lure of
with pen, ink
seaside on days when they should have been busy

and paper inside a classroom.
ran away from
One boy, ia reply to «y question as to why he
I liked school all right,
-I just wanted to trawl.
school, said:
grandfather, who lires
but I wanted to see the South, fou see, s?r
all over the worldl
with us, used to be in the navy and went

Father travelled

around while he was young, too.

an

is Just in ay blood I

"

greater part of a year

W

I sues* it

And it auat have been, for he spent toe
coal
riding in and under freight cars and

Atlantic
York to the Gulf of iSaxico, and frwa the
it ful"seeing ftf country* and enjoying
Coast to the far
geoboy is the Ufa of the class in a

ears from

ly.

i*e*

M

Incidentally, that

observations to contribute.
graphy lesson, he has so many personal
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A aecond mat tar for consideration in a atudy of par on tags*
as related to truancy, is the tendency of certain foreign-born pa-

rents to expect their sons to assume
a

soon as

iraing,

be able to work,

XS or

M

iiiey

:*any

so-ae of the

burdens of wage-

are physically well-enough developed to

such parents feel that when a

i>oy

reaches

year* of age, it is timo for him to aid in the support of

the family* and they urge aim to leave school to seek work.

young man of foreign-horn parentage,

*?he

One

is at present a teacher

of science in this school for truants, explained that viewpoint as

due to the fact that the parents thorns elves, especially those who

came from rural areas , had started to work at a such earlier age

and felt that they #ere doing well to give their sobs a few years

more of schooling than they had received.
"started tending sheep at seven years of ago!"

own dad

1

,

he said,

This young man

had left school and was earning large wagos with a contractor hefore he was 13 years old.

It was the interest and insistence of

and then
his eldest brother that soot his back into High 3ehool
to College.

officer to mke
It ia sometimes difficult for an attendance
their children
parents realize that they are not free to remove
that they iauat cofrom school whenever it suits their fancies, and
until the comoperate in keeping their boys in school, at least

particularly ia
pulsory age-limit of 16 years has been reached,
a forelgn-laaguago colonthic true where the family has resided in
language or American standards
y, and has not adopted the ISngllsh
a young aan of
and customs. Discussing this point recently ,
Mathematics
parentage, who is now an instructor in

foreign-bom

particular colony in which
in a nearby college , aaid that in the

he

liad

grown up* aost of his young associates had ho en urged by

their parents to go to work as soon as they were large enough to
do so.

At times, one or another of the boys being studied in this

group of 110 truants, has given a© an excuse for aa absence the
explanation that his father or hie mother

raada hiia

work that day.

While the absence is recorded as a truancy, it is the parent who
is taken to task for it either by

the school or the attendance

department or, in persistent oases, by the Court.

2ven though parents do net deliberately urge a boy to stay
out of school, the latter may, if he is doing poorly in his work*

risk truancy, when he knows that their attitude toward his completing his schooling is one of indifference.
Sometimes s too, children take advantage of their parents*

ignorance of .American standards and ideals in education and deceive them into thinking that their absences are permissible.
.Again, the fact that their parents are foreign-born and hare

customs different from those of American-born parents, makes

souse

pupils, as they progress through school and acquire a little learn-

ing and experience, feel greatly superior to their parents.

become bold, impertinent, and domineering toward them.

They

They as-

hours,
sert their independence, mix with street gangs, keep late
parental
falling when temptations coma their way, and defying both

and civil authority.

This is not an uncommon type amons truants.

School
One boy from the group was committed to Shirley Industrial
his moduring the past year, because he repeatedly tried to break
as he said,
ther of the habit of "interfering with his business",
He thought that
by breaking dishes and furniture over her head.
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if he frightened her enough, she would let him do as ha pleased.

The police, hcTTcryer caiao to her aid» and the 15 year old hoy, after being exaniaed at the Psychopathic "capital and found aonaal,

was sent

"by

the Court to tha state institution.

It was

lutilii •ft'tlBj

to note in compiling the birthplace stat-

istics for parents of these 110 truants, that fox the most part

ties

foreign-horn m?& had married the foreign-horn woman, and generally
taken place in
one from his own country, even when the marriage had
The records show only 7 eases, about 6.3£, of one parent
America.

and of those,
being American-born and the other being foreign-bom,
British
five bom in the United States married English-speaking
Scotland
subjects:— one from England, one from Ireland, one from

and two from
The

ITora Scotia.

comma

in
donomlnr.tor of foreign-bom parentage present

appears, in
two-thirds of the cases in this group of 110 truants,
feel that the
our opinion, significant to ft certain degree, ft
world ideas on eductendency of some parents to cling to their old
and discipline handiation and work, together with their language
to keep their sons regucaps, hare been elects in their failure
seemed to be our experilar in school attendance. At least, that

ence in this particular group.

will disappear with the
It is probable that this phase

«N»

standards in many foreign couniag generation, since education
P ast twtmt*
raise! during
tries hare been pretty generally
years.

foregoing chapter, however,
One mast not conclude from the
been born in foreign countries,
that merely because parents hare
truants In school. That
their sons will, of necessity, become

Is far from true.

Soaie of the

finest examples of perseverance a-

gainst treraendoue obstacles in the efforts to secure an American

education hare
born parents,

Wen
sosse

furnished

"by

eons and daughters of foreign-

of iThon place a far higher value on an American

education than do »iany of the native-born parents.

Some such chil-

dren possess a "nigh dagree of native intelligence and find

irlthSJl

themselves the urge to secure a good education, and others are in-

spired to great efforts by the aspirations of their pai-enta who

cherish a sense of pride of faraily. a 4e3lre to be respected in
their newly adopted country, an ambition to rise above their present level and to establish theraselves satisfactorily in the eoajaunity*
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CAUSES (continued)
EirVIhOlul' 'V

2Cc«s9«8

'

— Intact

or Broken

Probably one of the most significant factors in

tails

problem

of the truancy and delinquency of the boys being studied is the up-

set condition of their homes, insofar as horae-msabership is concerned.

The accompanying table gives some idea of the situation.

? ablo 2

Parental Situation

-YWmTf&mm

others
'

Tn

2 divorced or legally
3 T^ad

4

mmm

Hmnlnl

— *— —

—-

apart—

4©
14

23

5 In Institutions (Sick, Insane)
6 Deserters or in J*41
7 Away from Hosae—
8 Sole Custody suad Care of Boy

—— —

8
6
5

4
1?-

>>

BPS
12*7
20.9

7.2
5.4
4.5

ro there >
46 417s
14 12.7
18 16.3
9.1
10
3.6
4
^.7

3.6
10.9

6.

24

21.3

fact that
The foregoing items are not totalis!, because of the
there is duplication

fca

itmaa 1 and I* and 1 and 3.

Only 46 of the boys in this group of 110 truants,

il.8>*',

were

frequently far
living under a normal family set-up, and that was
were 14 boys, or 12.7; J of the group,
from being an ideal roe,

mm

legal separation,
whose homes had been broken up by divorce or
motherless through the
while 3 more were left either fatherless or
had taken 23 or
desertion or incarceration of a parent. Death
mothers. 5 boys had
20.9? of the fathers and IB or 16*3* of the
were in institutions
lost both parents. 6 fathers and 4 mothers
chronic siok. Two of thtse
for the insane, the tubercular or the
of the parents who
fathers woro ahell-shccked war veterans. Host
vrere "away"

had gone to seek work elsewhere.

The fathers of 8

boys were living
boys had remarried, but only 4 of those 3

«M*

10 mothers had remarried and

their atepsiotkere and their fathers,

5 boys were lining with their aothere and stepfathers, while 3 more

were living v*ith their stepfathers only, their mothers boinj away t —
one a deserter, one serving; time for shop-lifting and one wording
out of town.

Table 5

,

*

_
"lioys

*"*^TlusXion

Boys haying

V.9.:

— ———— — — —

Hothsrs dead
i3oth parents de^id
Parents legally apart———
Parents in the homeFathers as sole guardians—
-«
igtf&hers as sole guardians
theza
supporting
Stepfathers
g tapmc thars supporting then
»
Grandmothers ear ins for then*—
Aunt in charge——
•
»
Brother looking after them
uncle auuporting hoy
Married sister looking after hoy
Neighbor as {guardian—
Department of Public Welfare as guardian
-

——
—

—
— — ——

ia
*
m

—
-

——
— ——
—~~
.

.

•

—

—

11

'.

,&>7, a

—
—

14
4C
12
^4
4
*

—
*

2

f
*

—

-

*
*

duplication in
The items are not totalled, , because there is
The items
'.
seme of them, such as parents "dead" and 'guardians
questioning. Conlisted are as they wore given at the tine of the
change! over a periditions were not static, however, and sometimes
living with relatives there
od of a month or more. For the hoys
the hoy being shunted from
were frequent shifts in home conditions,
one

inaiaber

of the family to another.

broken were living with their
9 of the hoys whose homes ware
being over sixty years of
grandmothers, three of the grandmothers
fathers either in boarding
age. 12 boys were living with their
quarter , where they wore helping
houses or in small housekeeping
was
In two cases a grandmother
with the cooking and housework.

34 aethers ware looking afftar boys with-

©baring the hone at tiaaas.

out the father, though in several can 3 a she was ree«iving *oa» supboy living with his aunt and the two living

port or alimony*

with their brothers had lost both parents by loath.

with his uncle was there oecausa his
oorculosls sanitaria an! hi a awthor

j*Vm was
Mi dotal.

flaa

boy liTisg

a patient in a tuOne boy was uoing

had
oared for by his neighbors, because his sole surviviiig paflfA
taken a notion to ranks a trip hoae to liursps.
It is scarcely to be wondered at that there

>.m»

a break-dawn

parent died, and the full
in hows discipline and authority when one
it together was
harden of supporting the f sally and trying to keep
that one happened to
shifted to the remaining one, especially
easily. With the fathers
he unable to speak the hiiglish language
necessary to seak
gone, the others usually have found it
leave hoae earlier in tha
and they have generally beer; obliged to
especially when
corning than their school-hoy sens, pm
acoept responsibility, find it
toey have never been trained to
*•
** ia ******
aasy to alip hack to bed or to

HM

*

ai^useaieut.

aa mo.

situation

livsd witti

HM

fiftosn yo*r» old

MM
M

^

n tho

Mi

'

IT

d«

an intondod

-

k«p
- ^r

ooundod.

•*»

i»

to aind

v

Hi. work daily
7 o'clock for

OUMI
-»

M>

ooae of

a. ft*M

M6*
MM

W9

»ortod

»^

toy.

sa9™ r*"

III

I

turned it off. roll*i

oontiauad on into

MSMS

Ito toy

•*•> rooming-houso.

very largo for Id.

in an »usino-r«o» and

rtHirV

toa
ooour in oaaas «toro tto fattor

KM «•»

ouatody of a toy.

mm

mr

oov«1

o«r

for

touro of un-

disturbed aieep, with a resulting record of truancy.
Often in the broiam home there is the difficulty of divided

authority, as in the instance of one

jxth hie grandmother »

"but

"boy

in the group who lived

secured aiclmess excuses for -Anor ail-

ments from hi a aether, who lived a short distance away,

iho grand-

mother attempted to heap the hoy regular in his attendance, out he

would refuse to go to school whenever It pleased

hist to

stay away,

because he knew that he could coax his mother to write excuses for
him.

;U though there are 46 hoys listed as hawing both parents in
unfortunate
the home, even ia that group there are many cases of
or oemi-invalid parents, a badly
conditions, such

MM

hoeas

addicted
crippled father, a blind father, end one or both parents
to drinhing heavily.

rrom

boy
study of Tables 2 and 3, we note that 64 of these

mmm&*>«*m*******& ^tfimm

living under unusual family condi-

a trying
They axe going through the period of adolescence,
standards are being formed,
Period at best, when new habits and new
friendly interest and
and when there is nead of a great amount of
goals and ideals,
kindly encouragement toward seeking worthwhile
without benefit of
and these boys, for the most part, are living
tions.

the joint

mm

and

*&*

restraint of

M

sensible, normal parents.

of self-control,
parwste themselves sot very poor examples
discipline, or when they are
when they are extremely lax in their
almost cruel at anindifferent at one tim; and so harsh as to be
irregularities reflected
other, it is not surprising to H» their

mm

sons.
in the lives and actions of their

S3

%ml discipline and unfortunate homo oondifciona re-

Poor

quire of the school a «ueh deeper interest in the

"boy

and a strict-

er cheea>up on his activities than are accessary in the case of the
hoy froia vhe oofml,

coi&f or table, well-scovei'ned boase, if the

to evolve into a worthwhile citizen.
Uijjh

hoy is

Yet in the average junior

school, where e&ea teacher sees the child on an average of one

period

p**r

day, thore io rsally little opportunity to know tho child

and hie difficulties* and long before causes aro liscovsrod, tho
boy

h?*s bocoaie

aa habitual truant-

Then heats conditions

tvre

such that laxnesa of discipline and

yeatter<*4 oontrol prevail, slmn the breaking up of hana-life dia-

turoa the child's

mtm

of security, we raay ooaaider these factora

serious contributing caueos of unstable behavior, one important

expression of which is Truancy,

3C

Si a© of TSmil?

The fallowing statistics on the

families of the

2.10

j

nun bar of

cklldran in the

truant a were gathered during personal inter-

views with eaoh hoy.

—• ~~~
—

Only Child
Tv/o Children in Panily
9
w
Three 9
U
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?ive
i

<i

Seven
Ki^it

"

^en*
leven"
••total

,

-

.

—

11

9
9

*
!

******~—

„

:i

;?
14
14

_

*-

1
9

9

-

7
J

ZZT

children,
The largest group case from families hawing ttrG
largest group,
with the ^our-childx*en f-^iilioa sending the second
two-children ftMfc*
and the three-ohildren fasailies tying with the
who came from f allies for third place. There were three hoy*

three more wera "only"
lies made up of eleven children, while
of the three -only"
It is worth noting however, that
children,
-randmotber, because
children, one is living with his elderly
and living in other parts of
his father and mother are separated
death when he was
U» country! mother, who lost his father by
because his
y**rs old, is living with his grandmother,
care, and the third is
rather refuses to be burdened with his
but his father, a sales™, is
living at home with his toother,

m mm

31

at basis only about two days per month.

Another point of interest is that, in about 30* of the cases,
of
the truant is either the youngest or the abound youngeut member

the family.
soiae

in

Just wliat

this*

faot indicates ia hard to tell,

in

instances it would OfPgM to *aean that a© the fuaiiy increased

siiie

and the responsibilities grew greater* the parents bsgaa to

horns discipline
lose their ability co oope with hoae conditions and
cases, there
and the younger children hegaa to go wild;* In othar
and a
appears co be a lessened iutorest in the younger children

In still otnsrs, it

neglect of their training ia right h*bits.

been too :auoh
Hiaans the spoiled younger child, *fl has

catered to, has been assertive

Bp

Ma

paired

and

iadepandonce too reckleosly.

fact that but three "only child

*

boys appear in the group

pointed out above, is livof 110, and none of those three, as was
see* to indicate that, in
ing under noma! faudly conditions, tfould
8
childraa are "spoiled ,
spite of the popular idea that saost only
supervision l»
they mist be receiving sufficiently s*ti*Sl0«i8*
on joyit is that they
iceep the* fro» playing truant, unless
excuses from pareais whening enough influence to wheedle written
any rato they are not boever they desire to U*e a holiday. At
iag sent to the disciplinary

lM

in

r^*"*01"*-

3WIR0IB8SR7
Social

~

-

?A!T?

3

Occupations of FftttM

Occupations of the fathers were a setter of inquiry for the

purpose of studying the theoretical intelligence

IMM

of the fa-

aons« environthers, in so far as they might have a bearing on the
training and discipline. Mtf iaothers were not studied,

iaent, lioma

they were
because they were not universally employed, and, where
expediency to tide
employed, the occupation was usually a laatter of

over depression days.
the fadata collected shows the regular occupations of
when jobs were fairly
thers, as followed in pre-depreasion years,
occupations. «*uite a
nuEierous and wen oould xaake ***** choice in
take other types of work
number of the fathers had been obliged to
been unable to secure any
during the past few years, *nd some li^d

AM

regular *ork.
oseat oases

i!hese laake-shif t

occupations or enforced unejapley-

they would tend
hare not been included in the list, ae

to give a slightiy different picture.
In

a study of the results

General intelli-

of the

*ea of the J*mri»*n
gence feats, given to about 1,?30,000
s*ys, in spewing of uoao
during 1917-1918, Br. Henry fi. Garrett
of the data so obtained;
the aray ware
«3inee all of w»e man induced into
i*ououpatau^>
-eauiredto give t^ioir fonwr oiTil
ds^regarding the
groups way
of different occupational
A sjtl on
records. In the groups scoring

£2*2
4»

*>ia

U

r^J^^V^

engineers,
civil engineers, mechanical

Mp»ssf*
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TKStM 5

OCCUPATIONS

GST

PATHHES OP TEUA1TTS

—

Tgout (inourancQ;-Baggage Kastor
—

—

—-

Btiker

Barber
Builder
Duainaas (small)
Carpenter
Clorloal Worker

—

Coalsifaaa

—

—

— ——

~—

--

Coal Shipper
Conductor fH.ii, J
Chauffeur (Truck;

—

^lsetricicua
factory "forkera
Z/iresaen

»* >•<

'

—

—
••

«

—

——

Fishsraen
Junlaaaa

— —
—

——
—

—

.

.

—— — —

—
—

m*m
•

— —
—
—
.

<um

m ,a,«^

-

«

*v m

Loi^shoretaen

Motoraaa
Hueieian
Painter
Peddler
Plasterer
Plusher
Porter

—

—

'

Speeial Polioeaaan
.'.'ilor

—

*

—

Fathers dead
In Institutions

-

—

«

—

Waiter

1

3
2
2
2

3

—-—
—

—

I
o
1
1

2
1
i
1
1
- i
4

m

—— — —

i

<

—
——
—~—
»

»r » nmi

.

n»i

.» »»nw

—

1
1
2

»

— *m

•

,~

—

~ 3

1
1

1

——

1

-

1

1

>» ma w

—

—

23

6
17

Unknown or habitually unemployed
Toted

46

?-10

oarpontorj , policoaan, tailoro, bufcchara , printara,
farmers, and ariall storekeepers, "tore ol«rl3, coaka,
fftAfeMOMRf tivomisn. oar oera. and day laborers xaade up
the lowest groups {o- and D). Coraaon obaervatioa and
experianoe, aa wall aa suoh other 3tt»di<ea a» have bean
<.iade of tbe Fmbjaot , all aaphaaisa the rri.de differences
in laea&al iavei aaong occuputionul groups, Tha amy
t<*st» oonf irried theoe f indings. "*

3aaed on the observations abcnre quoted, a peruana! of tao occupation list for fathers of truants in

tiie

group being studied,

reveal* none la the occupations of tho "A" or "3* grade level,
about 13 of the 0+ cjrcup, and the remaining 32 of the C, C-, and

D grada,
',.>

.uay

t-AiC«

into consideration that a few fatbaaai , through

peculiar ciroumjtaacaa, may have drif ted into aa occupation be-

low their laeatal level, but oa the #hola the claaaif ieatioa for
aianfcal lv>vel

holds good, and I would draw the oaacluaion that

the general intelligence of the fathers of those truant3 vaa not
of a Buffioi&ntly high quality to enable thaza to adviaa, guide,

and discipline choir

sons* vriaely

enough to divert the boys froa

the paths of truancy and daliaoueacy.

*Gr©at Iix3?eriia6iit3 in .vsyohology*
Y.
J>. A^plston-Ceaturr Co. ,

1

henry 3, Garrett, p# 39
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PART 4

Financial Condition of Families of Truants
The financial condition of the family is an important item
in the consideration of contributory causes of truancy.

Lack of

spending money, of the means to buy the ordinary small luxuries
that the average

"boy

regards as essential to his comfort, creates

a yearning to acquire pocket-money, an increasing feeling of discontent, of frustration.
These boys want to go to storing picture shows* to ball gases,
to wrestling bouts, to other places of entertainment.

They want to

ride to the beaches in the early fall and late spring, and do numerbut
©us other things which they see boys of their own age doing,

which are beyond their financial means.

When the urge to go is

sufficiently strong, they "hook-jack*, as they call it, in order
to earn or steal enough to satisfy that urge.

Soas truants »ill

search of
be found in their run-away hours, scouring city dumps in
Others
junk to be turned into eaah to spend for entertainstsnt.
earn the penoay be discovered busily polishing shoes or oars to
which they
nies they want, or they may be caught stealing articles
redeemed for
intend to sell. Empty milk bottles, which may be
parked bicycles are
cash, are one of their sources of revenue, and
to the neglect of
one of their great temptations. Sue, probably,
seems to them suftheir training in ethics, "I needed the money*
Justifies the means,
ficient justification for the theft. The end
are even chronic
in their opinion. A small percentage of them

street-beggars.
be in school with boys
It was a trying situation for them to
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hut who had a litand girls, who not only had mueh bettor olo thing,
is not aurpriaing to find
tle pooket-^ney for spending as well. It
thorn

striving after the same things.

thsir hoys with ton
The majority of parents managed to supply
fr8 '
Ian** «««y
oonto par day for lunch money. It warn this
from sohool ani its variquently offered them the avenue of esoapo

JM

via a motion picture shear.
ous, (to them), unpleasant situations
financial condiThe accompanying table gives an idea of the
tion of the families of these boys.
Table 6

masts-

m

ivSM^'oo

charity funds-------- 45
Living entirely on welfare, city *aid or
"
T*
deceiving partial aid
©
*
projects
Working cm S.Ii.A. or P.*.A.
4
~
Self-supporting
~?lua~

—

—
—

the families
sjej personal observation it is known that few of

Uw

U

Hone
en.
enough to
net receiving aid have any more than
or over 40* of the group of
well-to-do. The fact that 45 families,
of
is used as an indication
110 truants, were receiving full Aid
families before relief came.
the state of financial distress of the
a very careful investigation into
The local welfare agencies make
requesting aid, and if they
the needs and resouroes of families
it may be taken as proof
deem that financial help is necessary,
imaginary. Partial aid was althat the need is actual and not
who, although able to earn a
lotted to 15 of the U0 families,
additional income.
little money, were in need of
of their depression, the poor
VZhile, in the early stages

financial condition of the family often broke the morale of the boy
and was a factor in hie desire to truant, the aohool staff ie of the
opinion that the assistance rendered by the welfare agencies has

been instrumental to a narked degree in restoring the morale and eno our aging attendance at the truant sehool.

Agents of the welfare

department3 confer, at times, with the principal of the aohool con-

cerning the needs of certain beys, and occasional recoasaendations
made by the principal are heeded*

Moreover, although it is defin-

itely the policy of the school to work with the boys for ready and
voluntary co-operation in the matter of oonduot and attendance, it
is at times necessary to use as leverage against a recalcitrant pa-

rent the warning that the Aid department will be informed of his or

her attitude in regard to co-operation with the school for the boy's
good*

One mother with a son enrolled in the truant school, despite

warnings against keeping her boy out of school, repeatedly kept his
at home on Thursdays and Fridays to do the cleaning and housework,

which she was perfectly capable of doing herself.

Instead of press-

ing the matter in Court, the school notified her that a report of

har interference with the boy's attendance was being prepared for
transmission to the Aid department,

^ith all possible haste she

came to beg that no report be sent, lest she lose all or part of

her allotment.

She promised that thereafter she would see that

the boy was in school daily.

He was!

Special agencies for relief often work with the school
nurse, who is thereby able to take care of extra seasonal needs
of the boys, such as rubbers, shoes, winter sweaters and other

wearing apparel.

7ere it not for this help, a number of the boys
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would not have fit clothing to wear to school or on the streets.
Host of the hoys accept tho help with

boek?

show of apprecia-

tion of the efforts to sake them comfortable, hut it ia curious to
note the reactions of some families.

cheeked up for an absence.

One hoy of 14 years was being

The mother told the attendance officer

that the hoy could not go to school, because he had no clothes to
wear, as he had hopelessly ruined his trousers out playing.

flU

had no others and she had no money with which to buy new ones,

The

school nurse called and left with the mother a package which ahe
hare to
said contained a pair of trousers which the mother would
quality.
alter a bit around the waist, but which were of excellent
school for just
They had been worn twice and then presented to the
A day or two
such an emergency by a doctor interested in the boys,
cams bearing
later, the boy appeared in eheap dungarees. Ilia ohum
his friend *s mother had
tte good trousers under hia arm and said
note. The note read:
asked hia to hand them to the principal with a
wouldn't be bothered
•You ©an giro these panto to Firpo*! She Just
hare them fit her son.
making the simple alterations necessary to
winter weather in a
3h* preferred to send him oat into the severe

pair of est ton dungarees*
greatly injured and
That the morale of individuals has been
economic disorder ia
behavior patterns changed by the effects of
Siegler, Judge of the Juwidely believed today. Honorable Joseph
Sow Jsrsey, has thia to
venile and Domestic Court of Essex County,
say on the subject?
by the
•Greater social damage has been wrought
*ach day
earthquake.
or
flood
by
ion theS ever was caused

of depression to tugs more families to the poverty level,
dislocates laore labor and twists more personalities than
wo possess the social capacity to handle, military lessons were not the only ones taught us by the :'orld
Hot yet have we ceased to witness the heavy toll it has
levied upon a succeeding generation. Only the future can
fully reveal the similar havoc created by world depressAlready aaaladjustaenta it has entailed seriously
ion.
threaten to becoiae persaanent factors in our civilization.
"Living no less than aoral standards have been
lowered* Food and shelter today are sore slejsentary concerns to jobless fathers and harassed mothers than their
children * s conduct. Chaos colors the child a environment, ^ihere there is disorder cither in the ehild T a personality" or in its social setting there also is misbe havior. ISore new avenues to delinquency have been openad up by the depression than the roads we possess to rehabilitation,
*«*****#*»Bsad the records of any juvenile court and you
will readily perceive how often hunger and neglect lapel
a child to steal* Batter still, view the seemingly endless procession of ohildren which passes through the eourt.
&>te the number of undemouriahsd, the physically defective and the children in poor health% they are the real
a
•arroclcu^e of oar econoioie collapse.

That straightened financial circumstances and the effects of
the depression have affected school attendance, and have contributed

toward truancy* seems apparent when one looks at the increase in en-

rollment of truants in 1935 as compared with pre-depresoion years.
Table ?

.

truant School anroilaent— Ire-deoress i on and Depr ession Yearr
Pupils
Pupils
Jupils
Pupils
Pupils

enrolled
enrolled
enrolled
enrolled
enrolled

for
for
for
for
for

truancy
truancy
truancy
truancy
truancy

in 1928
in 1929

——
—
—

in 1930
in 1934
in 1933 -

—

——
~
—

283
'.

JJJ
281
397
*1*

* Joseph Siegler, Year 3ook, National Probation Association, 1932

and 1933, pages 67 sad 68.
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PAST 5

Religious Background

each hoy
through the questionnaire on religious background,
on Sunday a
was asked whether he mis in the habit of attending
Usually.
church aervioe (1) Barer, (3) Occasionally, (3)
what particular religion a
-She purpose was not to find out
whether or not a hoy
hoy or his faaily accept ed, hut to determine
instruction in religion or
*as getting any systematic training or
that if parents were seeing
aorals. It aecsied logical to suppose
some sort of foundations in
to it that their sons were receiving
follow it up with aoae
religious education, they would probably
and that if parents
training in matters of aorals and ethios,

mm

attended any church or Sunday
did not oars whether their children
mush with character trainSchool, they were probably not bothering
trig

at home either.

results of the inquiry.
the following table gives the

Table 8
Sunday School
Attendance of truants at Church and
Sunday SohOOl
ftttttrah
jj

Occasionally
usually
Total
were in
that only 39 boys, or 35.45*,
the questionnaire showed
boys, or
fairly regularly, that 31
ehuroh
attending
of
habit
the
sither
and that 40, or 36.3*.
attended only occasionally,
sosa great
very rarely, as perhaps on
never attended or attended

holiday or holy day.
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One class of 20 truants was asked how many were being given

any training or instructions in right and wrong conduct or in the
application of the Ten CoHsaandbaents in their hoses by their parents
or by older relatives.

Only 4 truants replied that they were get-

ting any instruction.
of church
It was net possible to get statistics on the question

attendance from a nen- truant group for purposes of asking a comreligious
parison between the two groups as to ths relationship of
that
training to truancy and behavior habits, but, in spite of
considerlack, the data from the truant group seems significant,

systematic instrucing hew many boys were getting little or ne
stated that they
tion i„ religion, morals or ethic*. 71 out of 110
ehuroh services.
either never, or only occasionally, attended
who stated
There i» no doubt but that some of the 31 boys
were playing truthat they attended church services "occasionally"
Juat as they had played
ant from church unknown to their parents,

truant from school.

to
A few told that their parents sent them

elsewhere looking for aausecJiuroh on Sundays, but that they went
ethical training is
Tbat some sort of regular religious or
decent, self-respecting,
necessary, if they are to develop into
study of their attitudes on
law-abiding citizens, is shown by a
the
their general ignorance of
ejuestions of morals and ethics and
basic laws for right conduct.

school year, without any
One day at the beginning of the
at the
boy*, all recent arrivals
Previous notice, a group of
un** of 110 boys here being
school, and all included in the

W

mm

atudled>

^ked

to writ. frota aestory 7h* Tan

Ce-mndwmte,

***

The
of eaah Conaandraent.
If unable to do that, to give the gist
they i*H ^?i«al of
raaulta froa that group ^arth noting, alnea
oharactar training *erk
results fran any similar IttH oei'ors the
is 3 tarted«

mm

boy did not

wlte

mm*m&

Ton Coa-

to his.
rhay wore a totally un2aio*a quantity

aKbbBKitii*

able to

MM

erer having hoard of

resteatoar

m

****
%

i en

able to give all

we

ahle

*°
-'

our

^oy *h»

Only

sive one.

«* *

INI af the boya «S» g^r« *"*»

ftNti

**

to
the boys *he gara one, tttfl able

any,

five

*****

*
tio

IUI

to* unable to

°°* of thom

of i*"""

«M W**

fairly accurately.
to list two.

Mi

all tan CoaflMid»mt».

One *as

«^>««

toe pree«r

the CoiJcwaatdaenta thay listed.
Tlia

—

Table 5
'

results of tno test.
f oilcans table picture* the

gjaTTlHFi^

^

,

-

°°

****

w4i,

wm^^**

1

!core on CoKejejKtiwmta

Out.

— —— —
Jaa ^

<

;

f

1

r-~

.'

P

*

•*

3*

of
of a possible total scare

•

-s^rrfe

30

Coa^ntoentsl
scored 21 point* on th£ I*n
:,

rj

^ct

-

t
to
bo^a obey parental eoaawi*

ip» in thair hearts

them tef« the

w

^reat

Cow*****

such

C^santont could

®*

far

,w

-

r
fttfteaa

*»eo*« nor cause to fleur-

,

.

*ell enoa# *• ****

generally
aandaent was the one siost

Xtf of

for civil authority.

re^l

know.

^

~"

Tha Third Coat-

n0 d3ubt »

^

fact

thtvi;

their

fcfcfcivities

have been considerably reetricted by

*3uuday lav/»«,

,

,

_

their need of a b^leground of x*oli«ion and a knowledge of acot;)totl «or-il otMRd*a*de

ideals is cmphasisied when one realizes

how utterly without aim or -jurnoee most of these boys arej how

heedleae ly they are drifting toward whatever currents attract thenj

how racily they yield to ovary temptation which offers them money,
owsusimont or aucoiteiiieno, regordlsin of the ri£ht or wrong involve 1.
15oat of fcha-», tfhen they

enter tho school, are firady eor.vinc&d that

nearly ovary uorjual person steals.
they do oat

kiioo

anyons vha

-loos •ast

A.

duaon of them have aald that
steal!

At:

astonishingly large

number ooneidar li^cov^ry *«d arrest as the only real sin in stealins.

I£

c»iic

imtdes detection, he ie not guilty of any wrong!

3cr-

oral boys have said inite frankly that any person who found a

large sua of isoney, or anything else of road value, ani notified
she police or tried to locato the owner,

^Absuiu Sely arasy**,

you

liave

«.*:mj,

ia their opinion

Xheir philosophy rune about like this:

If

been careless enough to iai»lay or lose soaething, the

pleasure jf tha finder in gaining possession of it, nakss up for

your regret in losing it.

They are fira believers in ''Vinders

arc ."Ceepers*, regardless of what is found.
Another point of view,which is heli by Jsany of the truants

who are also delinquents, is the notion that they are not stealing a car, when they take one which the owner ha* failed to lode
or one, the toy of which the o?mer has left in the ignition.
*'Any

person, who doesn't lock a car tmM take the hey, should ex-

pect to have his ear borrowed,

asking for it J" said one

care
lad, trying to justify hiasolf Mil his chtras for taking

without permission.

Our civil authorities are, perhaps, some-

what to blase for this attitude, because of the light manner in

which such wrong-doors are treated.

They often escape punishment

entirely, or are given mild and unheeded reproofs.

These boys are

familiar with the way such eases are handled, and they feel they

will be spared any unpleasant con sequences of their misdeeds.
As for lying, that is in about the same category as stealing.

'Everybody does it" is the opinion of about f our-f ii'tha of

the group when they enter,

it is one of the hardest habits to

change, but it is far from hopeless, and in the majority of oases

we expect to get, and do got, truthful answers from the boys after a few weeks in the school.

There is & sort of undor-tone of

feeling among the pupils that in school, at least, they most tell
the truth.

In fact, they have found out by experience that lying

never helps them out of any difficulty; the truth is sure to come
to light somewhere to confound them, even in the siaplost matters.
T2y

the time that these beys are ready to leave the school, they

are much more frank and open in their actions and in their talk,

and less prone to take what belongs to others.
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CAUSES (continued)
Previous School Situation

The pupil 'a records which came from the hoiae-dis trict school

upon

tii©

transfer of the truant to the disciplinary school, the

personal questioning of the truant himself » and the report of the

Attendance Officer

wiio

entered the boy, together with that of the

Principal, who seat him, furnish material facts which jive further

elues as to why certain hoys truant from their classes*
Table 10

^Previous School Situation o?

ro~?ruantB.

—
——
— —

17.2
77.2
47,3
23.6

*** 12
Failing in One Gubjoot85
Subjects
filing In Two or Here
70}52
{above
below
90
Intelligence Level
26
100
90
Level
to
Intelligence
69
ConductPalling in
56
Palling in Effort
- 40
Zxc«33sivo Sickness Absences

62.

51.1
3u.3

—

Over 47. 2> of this group of 110 truants had intelligence
levels below 90, but above 70.

A second group of

level not less than 90 but not over 100.

22.6..'

were of a

The great bulk of the

truants of the school came from 7 th and 9th Gradee.

Considering

are large,
that throughout the first aix grades ©lasses usually
closo
and dull pupils often manage to slip by and escape having
ishen the
scrutiny made of their work, it Is not surprising that
Srade of
transition to more selected grouping comas ia the 7th
the High School,
the Intermediate School and in the 9th Grade of
and showing signs of
the slow pupils find themselves floundering
achievement and homemaladjustment in their new settings, whore
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lessons wall done play ao important a part la school success,

it

is when the Junior High School is reached, when pupils become a-

ware of work piling up, when report cards are siren out every eight
weeks,

arid

the boys ©are receiving constant reminders of their fail-

ings, that the slower, duller pupils begin to creak under the pres-

sure,

they find it unpleasant to he ohliged to report to a class,

the work of which they know is fast slipping beyond their compre-

hension, and so they manage to get e;teused for that period, or else

they absent themselves -or the period and frequently for the day.
^here are pupils who just cannot adapt themselves to the

speed and constant drive of the completely departmentalized school.
They need sore than average individual attention} they are happier

and get along better under the old type single room plan, where
they feel at hams in one room and where the teacher laiows their pe-

culiar traits and tries to build up constructively their weak
points.

proTftWlmlTr and physically they weary under the rigid

finally
gram, the lengthened hours, the curtailed recreation, and

they run away from it all, soon becoming habitual truants.
disIS pupils were failing in one regular subject, when

from the
charged to the truant school, according to the reports
subjects.
home schools, and 35 were failing in two or more
because of inHot all the pupils who fail in a subject fail

intelligence
ferior intelligence, nor do all pupils of inferior
application
necessarily fail, there are pupil* who by daily
or other causes beage to keep abreast their work until sickness

MP

for prolonged absenyond their control keep them out of school
they find the elass so far in
ces, upon their return to schcol,
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advance of th©»» that the task of catching up sseasa hopeleas.

Dis-

couraged, they finally give up the struggle and Join the ranks of
truants.

There comes to mind the case of one boy whoso fajaily had

a run of scarlet fever and he lost two and one half
school.

iaonths of

After an attempt to catch up with his classaatee, ho he-

case overwhelmed with the hopelessness of the situation and dropped
out.

There is also the case of the hoy who had never

iiad

a failing

mark, out who was obliged to leave the 7 th Grade near the end of

Uay to undergo a tonsil operation, which needed, ha said, a little
longer than customary convalescence.

Jhon he recovered, the school

year was so nearly over that ho did not try to return to hia olaaa.
In September he found that his teacher had scheduled hia for

petition of the 7th Grade.
refused to attend school*

a re-

Angry* ho walked out of the building and
It was nearly two aoathw before he was

apprehended and brought baok to school.

Ho doubt, had his parents

could
boon Amorican-bom or more familiar with American ways, they
but it
have found relief for the boy in an appeal to the principal,
adjusthad never occurred to any of them to try to have the satter
understood the boy had Biased so
ed,
ft the time the situation was
two years
aueh of the 8th Grade work that ho was obliged to spend
in that Grada,

it
Strange to say, he did not Bind that phase of

Ho felt that ho
and willingly took the two years in the 8th Grade.
his 7th Grade teachdeserved that repetition? But he never forgave
er.

clash often bear
Conduct marks and pupil-teacher personality
a boy feols that
relationship to each other and to truancy. If
unjustly, he may resent it so
he is being punished or criticized
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that Uia wliola behavior is colox'ad by the reaantmant be Dears.

Ob the other hand, even though a hoy is severely rcpriaanded or
punished, if he

lias

justly deserved it, the incident is quickly for-

gotten, with a salutary effect upon future conduct,

"here the pu-

his teachpil thoroughly respects his teacher and has learned that

had
er in return respects hia, there is generally no outstandingly
conduct,

TOienever there is

a teaoher-pupil personality clash or

antagonistic
the fooling of heing "picked on", there is sure to he

conduct, resulting finally in truancy.
marks in eonIn ooaasct, however, on the masher of failing
that there are sooae
duct, as shown on the table, it should he said
are failing to
teachors who ia&rk as fulling in conduct pupils *ho

get their lessons.

Just how far the practice held for the truant

probably not over K>2.
group could not he ascertained ,hut it /as
old school 40 boys were
En the notations on absences froo the
siiown to

haro had

evasive

sickness and hospital

absences from school on very slight

«**M**

They were indulged and

passed

by

sickness. Aawng thsa were the
their fsallies or else they feigned
visiting the large hospigroup of 10 truants who war* continually
the following pages.
tals, seeking attention, as noted in
the history of the boy truThe above lUm, as revealed by
considerable light on the probable
ant in Ms h*» school, throw
his spell of truancy.
psychology of the boy Just prior to

CAUSES (continued)
General Health
As soon aa possible after the opening of aohool in the autusm, the

school^ regular physician, assisted by the school**

state of
nurse, begins a series of examinations to determine the

As new truants enroll* they &ra examined,

health of eaoh truant.

In
and all findings are recorded on a "Health Card", kept on file
discovers spethe Health office of the school. Hhen the doctor

vlalts to famcial defects or unhealthy conditions, he recosaends
clinics, where the
ily physicians or to certain health or hospital
nurse arrangedefects can be properly taken care of. Throat the
dome on some boy*
ments are laade for necessary dental wort: to bo
heart or lung condiand for special treatment of eye. ear, tonsil,
these recosEaendations
tlone for others. The nurse follow* up on
carried out. She has
and halpa to see that the doctor' 3 orders are
appointments are made and kept
iaore lee-w in seeing that clinic

than do

iflost

ordinary school nurses.

i*o» the

Ileal tli

aRecords were gleaned the following facts

bout this group of 110 truants under study.
Table 11
Soraaal Health-

Seriously Defective Tonsils and Adenoids™-----*
Very poor TeethOne I^e very poor—
Both 3yea poor—
Serious liar Defect
"
r
Heart Condition-—Undernourished (10 or mora)
"" r ~"
Narcoleptic
~~
Sxtreaaly nervous

—

Stutterer—

—

—
—

8
2

—

1
16

—

~

~

.

•

.

7.3. Contacts-

Hentally Erratic

4

4Udl

_

2
9

~

i
q
3

lTT
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The seeming discrepancy in the Table's Total is due to the

fact that a few hoys had mora than one defect, and hence vers listed in two or more places on the table.

One boy had very had ton-

sils and also had poor eyesight? another had poor hearing and also

defeotive tonsils? two truants had poor eye-eight and, in addition,

were extremely nervous; a fifth was extrsaaly nervous and was a vic-

tim of narcolepsy, while still another

vrao

listed for eyes, ton-

sils and as underweight condition.

Hany hoys had minor defect* of eyes, teeth, and tonsils cheeked on their records, but these are not listed in the Table, because
enough
the Health Office did not consider them sufficiently serious
to affect school attendance or behavior.

Those listed were consid-

attendance.
ered sufficiently serious enough to affect behavior and
were
Hospital operations for removal of tonsils and adenoids
and adearranged for the six boys suffering from defective tonsils
disposition, and
noids, and definite improvement in general health,
little doubt
scholarship, were noted after recovery. There seems
unhappy classroom
that the poor condition of health helped create
was their avenue of
situations for these boys from which truancy

escape.

caused three boys to
Very poor teeth and fear of the dentist
sent to the dental
run away from their schools to escape being
the truant school, they
clinics. After bavin* been enrolled in
their teeth eared for at the
were persuaded or shamed into having
courage when they found a epecial
clinic. They developed a little
clinic-bound with them. Once
*us-laad of school companions was
the desire to truant lied out.
the tooth sere in good condition,
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truancy on
Poor eyesight and defective hearing caused isuoh
or falling behind
the port of boys sensitive about these defeota,
veil in olasa. One
im clas3*ork because of failure to soo or hear

which he was unable to
hoy, with a blind right eye, the raovemmnt of
that ether pucontrol, told that he played truant, because he felt
his oye roll. He
pils, especially the girls of the class, watched
sensitive. The
was a high school freshman and extremely nervous end
tighten tho muscles
doctor and nurse arranged for an operation to
notices the deand now, with the aid of eye-glasses, one scarcely
handicapped by the
fective eye. 2hat particular boy was peculiarly
atold that his father didn't like to have him
the evil eye
the house, because the father thought "he had

attitude.

M

and was a curse to the family"*
an aftermath of
The truant with a slight heart condition,
humored by his family,
scarlet fever, had found himself petted and
condition as an excuse to
and he had taken advantage of his health
be in school. His ooaditruant when he really v-aa well enough to
call for his transfer to the
tioo was not sufficiently serious to

special class for heart patients.
special attention in
The 16 undernourished boys were given
and
satisfactorily built up in weight
the lunch-room and were being
school was the moot nourishing
strength. The noon-day hot meal at
*»t of thorn got little or no breakthorn,
arnal of the whole day for
had had
to my query as to what he
fast at home. One youth, in reply
sandthat he had had only a bologna
said
morning,
one
breakfast
for
breakAsked if that was a cmstomary
coffee.
of
cup
a
half
and
wish
-other was ****** up whom he
was!
a*
it
that
replied
he
fast,
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ready to leave for school.

The attendance sheets of these

at the truant
nourished boys show eseellant records of attendance
hearing been lxxi.lt up.
school, Indicating that. strength and health
school affaire, and his
the hoy** listlesener*, his disinterest la
to rsalUr anrestlessness have disappeared, and ha is beginning
thio group haa asked to ho
joy his school experiencee. One of
ha haa reached the
permitted to continue in the school, even though
he either transferred
age of sixteen years, at which tixas he should
discharge. He lias beooae
to Me regular school or given a legal
that he wants to study acre
so interested in preparation of foods
and he hopes to make
about diet, cooking, and related subjects

food-handling a vocation.

m

because they
suffering from narcolepsy truanted
to the routine of the reguwere so uneomfortaole trying to confer*
*ere so much teased by their
lar schools, and alee, because they
*toat wac
iroweinoea. They were not asrare of

*****

two

mm

m Mb

y.e aatter with the*,

aeration,

*M ^ WW

Off* could

«H

«9

3ant to

MN« * *

*

**W*M

for

ing active.
in disciplinary
extremely nervous group were restless,
the reahexae schools, which were
troubles, and uneasy, in their
hearing, tea
truancies. Poor eyesight, defective
for
homefood, too poorly organized
little sleep at nigHt, improper
indicated
of various sorts were
life and complicity in mischief
nervous oonditioaa.
of the reasons for the estreao
that he was a truaft***
stuttering,
to
subject
boy.
One
the classroom due te
no fait too unacceptable in

me

MP

m MM
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his impediment.

Ha thought the girla

speech difficulties, and he

did.

raid

boys

wrt soiMd

at his

not ittt to be snickered at.

Jae fabereuloaii oouUtcta bad for the saoat part used the ex-

euoe of appointments at the clinic to cover up their truancies.
i?er

l

m&

a tia» they found that no on* questioned their comings and go-

whan they said that they had appointment* at the clinics, ao

they tiled the saae excuse for their ille$itlaate abaancas until
they were checked up on it*
Bat aasntaHy erratic ware boys who would 30 aloiij aoriaally

for four to six vesica and then would seem to hare a aantal lapse
or upset, frequently resulting in several truancies.

One of these

hoys would usually go into a sort of trance or daze for a day or
two. and then would he a truant for a fax days.

his

tiio®

2a usually spent

during truancy wandering aimlessly through the down- town

his
streets end then would return and say he just could not control

desire to ream,

He never ssaaad to have any particular destination

one
His awther inferred us that his father was dead, hut
was, and had heon for years, in an
of the offioers iearaad that
sasw diasylum for the insane, The hoy aessed to he headed in the
he did and
rection, if one could juiga from tho aaay S^aar things
ta riSW*

M

said when these swods caae upan hi*.
into tantrums at

i«*ae

of truancy followed.

Aaotha* of these boys wont

about svory so often, and than a day or two
His faaily triod to handle Iil»

talk

ill (igffi

provocation.
the attacks caae on with little or no
actual physical
Besides the large group of truants vrho had
tiaas, to avoid olasedefects that contributed to their desire, at

iy at

Ma)

rooa situations, there

v/os

a sxaOler group of 10 boys who had what

the truant school tenaa "hospital eoaplaxas*.

Theae hoy* used each

run to the out-patient
least ailiasnt and e*«ry poasiol* axouse to
thrilled at the sttr
departments of the variola hospitals. They
they called la any attention
and aotirlty of the evident wards,
and hecas* perfect nuisanaa*
given to torn* hy nuraes or doctors,
to
their schools. They would rstura
to eoth the hospitals and
importance, heoausc thoy had
school the next day, Idling with
have
an injuryr The injury might
for
hoapital
the
to
to
"had
so
Sinoe 3 out of 10 of thasa
oeen a scratched finder!
listgood health, they have heen
ca*»a «*« ****** in normally
ware Hated un54. The renaming two
ed with the first group of
md the
as a Tuhereuleaia Contact
der their proper gx-oupiag.-oae
other as having an

-^re

Sefeet.

SJorsaX health--

Xn
Health Defeats-"
WA
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CAUSES

(

continued)

Boys' Own Explanations of Truancies
It is s©aswi*At dirriauit to tabula to the reasons Tor truan-

cy given

the truant* theaaoelvea, since, for many truants*

or thrae different elements ante .:ed into the mtter,

uie

reasons liava been analysed and from the study of the replies the

following

tttlxiltitioii

has oeen arrived at.

Ms. 13

Tfr

—

Disliked School T7ork~
Disliked the Softool 'out not the 7ork
Disliked one Subject
Pear
1. Punish&ent for Tardiness
2, Punla3£iaK»t for Conduct

—

—

— —— —

———

—

3, Dentist-—4. Doing delivered into hands of
1

1

1

.n

i

nti .

—

iunwn .il

—

— —
—32

—

——

Looking for WorkLured to F2yin^ fields <$r Airplanes
——
Persuaded ay Song u —
Sensitive about Daf so ts
iwiaw by Sehooliaates—
Tired out from lack of proper sleep—
Wanderers and "Bunkers''—
11

-

.

-3

Parents—

:*2alti: :i^oa.;ua~-

—— n
9

_

—

Friction tfith one ?o acl ler
Frio t ion with several Teachers—

—— —
— ——
—————
—
——
— —

32
7

IT*
'

—-

3
3
10

—

4
2
2

2

——

5

3
8

«

<

7/orking

—

4

as

Total

The reasons listed above are the ones which the

bo;-3

consider-

ed the main reasons for their truancies, although rarely was the tru

ancy the result of this one main reason alone*

Ifany of the truants

was
added, for instance, that the reason they disliked school work
they
bsosuse of friction ^ith teachers or other pupils; others, that

5C

wore tired jf school and that the only thing they wanted to do was
to wor& or to room tho country,

There were 7 truants who stated

that t.ioy did not dislike their work in general, bat that they dislilisd thoir schools

for various reasons.

One 8th Grade boy, 14

years of age, six foot tall and weighing IdO pounds, said that hs
folt "too

i>ig'

:

for a sraaoar school , especially ons with oo

little sirls so were in

liis

classes,

xaany

v.hile ha was extroaely large

and i^ture-appearlns, ho was not over-ase for his grade.

nil

was

tailor and heavier than aost of tho boys in tho truant school, but
he did not appear to be embarrassed by the fact, and, indeed, eeea-

ed to enjoy
physique,

sosae

of the duties assigned to hia because of his fins

jaiother boy, tall, but thin and awl^ard, waa a truant,

because he did not l&ce beins in classes with girl pupil3.

lie

said

that they £i&£led ore.' his miotahes, and, judging fron his per-

formance at the truiict school, they oust have had plenty of opportunities to observe aists&ett*
tfae

Jth Grade, felt "too

old""

A third youth, 15 years old and in
for school.

Pour truants could not

stand the coisaoilon of constantly changing classes in Junior nigh
School.

2hey found there was too nuch

..-ear

and tear on their ner-

vous systems in bein^ obliged to set U3ed to so laany now teachers,
fhey preferred the slnglo olassroori plan.
that they did not lihe

soiaa

Uine truants explained

one subject in their courses, and that

they either left the building daily for the duration of that one

period or else that they did not go to school at all.
;&theiaatiC3 was the disliiced subject for four of this group,

French and Latin for two othoro, shopworh, penoaBship and Snglish

for the regaining throe.
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Fear kept 11 truants out of classes.

Throe ?ors \fraid to

enter school of tor finding themselves Tory tardy s and then were af raid to return after truantlng; two had merited punishment for

conduct and war© afraid to go take it; three stayed out to awoid
bod
be in;; taken to dental clinics, when their tooth ware in Tory
condition? and three nore, being sought as "baakeni* or runaways,

wore afraid to attend echool, loot they b© taken in hand by paThe story of one Of these runaways, as told by him in a
rents.

letter, appears in the appendix.

(Steaber 3)

Inability to get along harmoniously with

sorae

one teacher

to cot acaused 3 boys to truant, and 3 others admitted inability

long

Ti th

several teachers.

boys wore deAs mantioned in the study of General Health, 10
they wore conclared truants with "hospital ooaplexas*, because
the olighteat prestantly running to the hospitals and clinics on
school nurses could hare tatexts vrith say minor ailment which the
that they were f ascinated by
ken care of in school. They admitted
and that they could ait half
the bustle and hustle of the hospitals
awaiting their turn for attenthe day watching it and contentedly
tion.

four

in search of jobs, while
Pour truants had quit school to gi
be certificated for it,
had found work, but had failed to

mm

School.
and were not attending Continuation
interested in airplanes and airTwo youths ware so keenly
the
spending their school hours at
plane mechanics that they were
nochanioe.
helpers to the pilots and
flying field, as volunteer
the attitude of their
"»w. boys were truants as a result of

schoolrutos toward them.

One of theao we* * negro boy, one of the

few of his race In his district, which, surprisingly
Hade up of children of immigrants.

wo^i,

He was a good-natured, likable

life unbearable,
boy, but be said that they made his school
store

was

Two

ware over-sensitive about physical defects.

explanation of
The 'Wanderers and "Bunkers" could give little
wanted to go somewhere,
the reasons for their absences. They just
they did go. Thegr
and it aaezaad to aatter little to them where
vacant buildings, in railslept in huts, in parked automobiles, in
vans. The vans seemed to be
road freight yards ctnd in er*pty moving
they offered pads for bedding
the most sought-after "bunks-, because
disadvantage, in that thay had
purposes, although they had one big
morning before their drivers
to be abandoned very early in the
begged, bought or stole their
came on the scone. These truants

and taken home.
food, until they were dioooversd
foregoing table is the one
The largest group of all in the
cause of truancy. There were
giving "Disliked Schoolwork* as the
reason. However, that heading
32 truants, who gave that as the
Information contained on report
do*, not tell the whole story.
a
furnishes facts for interpreting
records
school
in
and
oards
the prrt of
the causes of truancy on
little more exactly sou, of
frequentwhich, no doubt, quite
of this group; causes of
gave furaddition, a few truants
In
unaware.
was
ly t*xe truant
they disliked their work.
ther explanations of why
on a
that his parents decided
said
lad
one
example,
3?or
High
and sent him to a Cc^rcial
him
for
course
commercial
and drawto take up language*
—ted
*****
he
while
School,

lug, ia which he had considerable talent.

Tie

hated "book-keeping,

and -when he was unable to get out of the course by requesting a
transfer, he got out hy the sissple e^adient of not going to
sohool.

Five other boys found thaasolvas in similar situations

and found escape in the 3aae xaanner.
In the personal questioning, 40 boys out of the whole group

of 11C truants oonf eased that they grew/ discouraged when, for vari-

ous reasons, they got behind the rest of the elass in their work,
and they felt that further effort was useless, since they would not

he promoted that year, anyway, and so they stopped attending sohool,
until an attendance officer over- to ok then.
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CAUSES

"Just why doea truancy exist?

^hut particular factors In

the social, physical and mental "back-ground of a boy c a ri tribute

their share of responsibility for

tMs

delinquency?*

Those wars questions propounded in regard to Causes of Tru-

ancy in the otatoiaent of the ?robleia.
study of the group of 110 truant boys discloses that

Xhfl

tSHHEM

are varied causes loading to Truancy, some fev being sole

causes in and of themselves , tie Majority bains contributory
Cr'5us©3

in combination with others.

Among theai may ba listed the

following;
1,

Natural wanderlust and desire for adventure.

2, glacial tradition of

a short period of schooling and an

oarly start at earning a living,
3,

4,

lack of parental control duo to
a, language or euatoa handicaps
b. feeling of superiority over parents on

mtiillntn

par;,

of child.

effect upon tha children of tha breaking up of

home-life and hoi^aajaborship through death, separation or
diroroo.
3.

Effects of poor hoae-discipline (too lax or too sorer*).

6* Search for adven tares to compensate for dissatisfactions

over haaaa-life or school- life.
7. Poverty, together

with its accompanying yearning for

clothes, sBBUsesaanta , spending money.
3.

MUM

of character, poor quality of aoral training,

lack of aimo, ideals and guiding purposes.
9. School failures and Grade Retardation

10. Classroom friction,

11
12*

Slu~3l«#* intellect an* fail«?«

M

u^r

*

*****

13. !B>la4Jnstrsent in

13. Orer-fatisue

16.

Me

»

aoM8TQ *

*

conges.

sleep.
late Hoots or lac* of

of outside interests

17 . Wilfulness

*

prosre38
'

I
1
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A2D DISCUSSION

Truants *

Crxn

S tatcaent on Activ ities

jiach truant of the

tion:

group of 110 truants was asked the ques-

*How did you spend the greater part of your truant days?"

Troia tho

replies to that question was corralled the list of activ-

ities which follows on the next page.

So attempt has been aade to

record the number of timss the soaw activity was repeated, because
it

**

felt that such numbers could not

|M

an accurate picture,

since few of the truants were able to recall everything they did

and ho* frequently.

Only an x, therefore, has been used to desig-

group
nate the activities which were listed most eoasaonly by the
of 110 truants.
110
In looking through this list of the activities of the

ty
truants while absenting themselves from school, one is struck
trend tothe large number of unlawful deeds* of acts revealing the
lit
ward delinquent conduct. Allowed to go on unchecked, there is
their anti
tie doubt but that many of these truants would continue
in greater
social conduct* squandering their unearned leisure time

hardened
and more daring mischief , and gradually developing into
can be 41
criminals. A certain number will do so anyway, but Many
this
verted from ©rime, although it should be borne in mind that
their regugroup is primarily a group of truants, transferred from
truancies
lar schools to the disciplinary school because of their
have followfrom school and not because of any delinquencies which

ed in the wake of truancy.

TA3L2 14

:cnm:Ti:o

w tbbssts

shils out op school as rasoALLSD if

tap

Hopping trucks
x
Stealing cierehandiss fros trucks
x
Hiding on ferries
Riding on the rear bumpers of" busses or street-car 3
x
l?radlng car-fares
Riding in or driving stolen ©utoiaobilss
x
Breaking "windows in vacant buildings
x
Breaking house or store windows
ISroaking railroad car windows
x
Breaking street electric lights ani globes
I&casaging warehouses
x
Street beting for noney for shows
xx
Stealing bicycles
Illegal street peddling
x
xx
3c During danpe for Junk to sell
I
Stealing from parked cars (radios, accsssories, tires)
x
Cleaning cars
x
Polishing shoes
inning errands for storekeepers
tolling newspapers and song-sheets
xxx
Soiag to sheas
x
Sneaking into shows via fire exits
Sleeping
Pishing
x
j
? vn1 ng
x
football
baseball
ma&
Playing
x
cards
with
Oanbling
Shooting crap
x
Shoplifting
Stealing zailk bottles
x
Trespassing
x
Destroying property
x
'•'Tluaibing* long distance rides to other states
I'd dins freight
x
Snaking in huts, moving vans, freight ears
x
Birciaf around stock-yards, wharves MM beaches
Loitering at airpcrts
-jading at liooe (parents eat) or at Library
'hunting through ash-cans on streets tW rags, bottles, papers x
f

'

w

W*W vv
1
A
.Destroying -Furniture
li

r

i

r

l

«*

Loitering in department stores
Loitering in cafes or pool-rooms
Hanging around street corners, alley-ways, parisa
Selling stolen goods
Looking for work
Planning robberies and mrking places
Trying keys in house icons
Pawning stolen goods
Torking on trucks, in shops arid at wharves

*
x
x

x
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That old saying *?he Deril finds mischief for idle hands to
do" was never raore true than in the case of truants.

If the school

by offering the truant strong enough counter-attractions, can break
hixa

of

liia

habits of truancy, and help

hira

to become adjusted to

school-life, it will go a long way toward destroying his tendency
toward unsocial conduct.
Phis view is supported by Irwin and Marks ^h«a we quote:

•Pew people mke a career in life which is totally
different from the caree^e they loft behind them during their childhood progress through eleaont;iry school.
It would seora as if the school had the power, if it had
the wisdom, largely to prevent the development of crime
and criminals. The boy who has acquired the habit of
adjustment in school will not so easily .xsohanga it for
the habit of maladjustment in the outside world. Although this does not follow as the night the day, the
logic is suff Iciently established to form a hopeful
basis for the prevention of delinquency."*

Irwin aad ^oris, "Pitting the School to the Child*, p. 206
ISacmiUan Co. , ft. Y. 1924.

Go

SFZ3CTC 0? TRn&SCY (continued)

Delinquency and Court Ttscorda
That delinquency and truancy arc tt&osely intertwined, is

shown by the following table, tthldi glrea the actual court records of delinquencies c omitted during truancy by 71 out of

HO

truants.

Table

315

£isanary of~the SourTlSoeorcto JtoquireC lleTlPbe (Jrou?
ants During their T^ rlp ds of Truan cy

—

{

stealing—

—*

of Caro
Tram Parked Cars-of 3ioycltsaof 8&XK IJottloe—
Shop-lLi:. ting
Larceny of T^adio
Stealing Purses-— ~
Stealing CigarettesStealing froa Truclcs—~
stealing :ai3c—
Stealing Pood
Stealing Tiresr and Tubes-

Larceny
Lsroeny
Larceny
larceny

—

—

——— —
——
«

—

——

«

——

—

Practices——

...

.

> ft

——

—

B&pping freight and Street
Iasaoral

—67
23
3
11

-

BreaMng and storing
BreaMn^ uixuXom 3radia£ laret?

Tru-

— —- — — 7
i
— —
—- — ——
4
——
— 423
——
—
w
—— 6
~
—- —
-5

——
—
—

—

.

-.————.******
——

—

vHB

—Ctars

«

—

5

——

4
3
2

-«* 2

—— —

llaXieious Instruction or .Defacement of Property
*
~
Vagrant-——

——

— ——

—20

Total of Cases

—— — — —— ——
—

Truants with Itecords—
Truants without Records——-— Total

JTueaber

114

—

7 1-G4&>
~39~35»»
110-100*

The iteme of delinquencies listed above are actual cases

which have been heard before either the Juvenile Court or Juvenile seosions of regular nuniclpal courts.

There is no doubt in

the roinds of thooe familiar with theso boys and thair behavior

habits that many mors doliaquenoies were ooanitted that were not
recorded, because the perpetrators managed to escape de teotioa.

Snough cases appear in the list, iMsjmorf to convince one that the

oomuKity, and, moot of all the boys themselves, would hare been
far better served, had the school offered these boys enough of inattenterest and attraction to hare engaged their whole ti.jtf and
tion during school hours.

About

65,*

were
of this group of 110 bey truants, or 71 boys,

number does net
actually apprehended in breaking the law, and this
attendance officers
include those boys who were taken into oovu't by
I.ecorda for Truancy
on charges of Truancy. The cases of Court
group was a trubeen osltted purposely, because every boy in tite
courts or not.
ant, whether he had been taken before the
group of 110 truThere were 39 truants, or about 55* of the
involved in any diffiants, who claimed that they had never been
fro* school, although
culty with the police during their absences
had broken laws during trueome of that number admitted that they
had not been caught in «ieancy and that only the fact that they
records.
chief had saved then from getting court
had "hopped a truck*
Oa* truant said that he and a companion
little ride out into the
with the intention of simply taking a
distant town, where they
country. They were carried to a
They »P*nt what little
passed the day reaming about the streets.
then concocted the plea
money they had with them on food. They
email change. While
of waiting until dark to rob a store of its

*
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they ware in the store, a police officer surprised then.
ed,

They bolt-

by hi* sad escaped, in the darkness of the alley, but * bullet
leg?

a doorway or hall, and later in

sat

of the corrr-mion.

fired by the officer struck the

They hid in

unoccupied building, the truant

aiding the injured boy and helping to stop the flow of blood by

bandanas with hie handkerchief.
the railroad station and took

They finally

:aads

thoir way to

a late train, using tickets bought

with the stolen change, and at last reached the hoas of the injured boy, whose father, he said, "removed the ballot, drossed the

wound, and thanked his for helping the boy home safely!*

Another truant, held in jail for breaking and ©ntoring in
the night-ti£» s admitted upon hie return to school that the plans
for the robbery had boon formulated while he and two chuae had

been attending a action picture show during school hours.

ISore-

over, it was the picture, ha said, that gore then the idea that

they could effect an luidiscoverabla theft.

Stealing orsoty milk bottles from one chain store, in order
to redee?a thess in cash at another stioh store ,was one of the of-

fenses

sojae
:?or

of these "no record* boya admitted doing,

the most part, the charge of "larceny of food*

v#as

a-

gainst boys who were run-awayo and who vrere sleeping in freight
care on railroad sidings or in furniti'*re Tans in out-of-door

parking spaces.
One truant, charged with the theft of automobile tire» and
tubes, told at first that
in a neighbor's garage.

gave

tlie

lie

just took oopk old tires that were

Pressed for further details, he finally

infonaation that they happened to be attached to the

wheels of a oar, registered and ordinarily in use, and that the
He sold each unit for twenty-

whoels were removed with the tires.
fire cents apiece!

His only cocBtent on the activities of the po-

lice in tracing there and restoring them to the owner was "that they

weren't ouch good anyway*?
It is natural that truancy should lead on to delinquency.

The boy who is a truant fcries to cover up his first truancies by

lying about his absences.

If he succeeds in avoiding detection,

he continues to truant and to lis*

He has to be deceitful and co-

vert in his actions also, because he

raust

avoid beinz seen on the

Ho has to pick out Mdins places in

streets during school hours*

which to spend his runaway hours, and he seeks spots unfrequented
It is in such unsavory hiding

by those who flight censure hi a.
places that he usually gets

da first introduction to

persons more perverse than he is*

cri-ae

and to

Proa that point on, unless ho

is severely checked, his downfall is rapid.

One truant related that on his first truancy he sought a

sheltered spot in a large park.
gambling.

They invited

hira

He found there a group of aen

to join them, which he did, and that

spot became his usual haunt, until the police discovered it one

day and broke up the coterie.

The boy had by that time become an

inveterate gambler and had begun to steal to recoup his losses.
In this group of 110 truant boys, 5 boys came to the school

after having been released from a state institutions to which they

had been committed by the courts for delinquencies.

One boy had

been sent away for stealing pocket-books left by swimmers in cars
parked at the beaches in the sumaer-time. That offense was not
committed during truancy.

The other four, however, stated that

their off arises ^er© corrsaittcd at a tiae when they should

h£*ve

been

in school*
In a survey to ascertain Whether truancy preceded delinquen-

cy or whether delinquency occurred prior to truancy, the following
facts were rsrrealod:

Table 16
auenqy Pirsti

,,

,

,

Pupils m& were Mufti before Itelinpiants
Pupils who were Dalinquents "before TruantsQuanta with no other Delin^uencios
Total

n'aeed

BBmBm

,

—

33
16
11
110

75
15
*0
100,

with such records of delinquency and of offenses caa-

siitted during school hours, it would aeesi to

"he

the logical task

in
of the schools to bend every effort toward wiping out truancy,
with
order to cut down the enorraous asaount of juvenile delinquency
contented
which our cities are eyeing pl^jued. A boy»lcept busy and

in school,

hr*s

little time for planning serious aiaehlef.

3FFSCT5 OP TRUA5CY (continued)
Scholastic standing
Table 17
3hcTii.ic"-;

ijlu TrusnTs"
xTOsaw
oT 110
Scholastic
last ic standing or
Scho
?alfuro":* in Sc hool JSB

Falling in Ons Subject
Palling in Two or Ilors Subjects
passing in School Subjects—--

19
85

—

E

B8H

17.27
77.27

6

TI5

Total

S f 4G

lOcT^

Ho matter what may hare been the cause of a boy's truancy,
the time lost from his class work could not help but injure his

scholastic standing.

Two or three periods lost from one class in

a Junior or a Senior High School leaves a pupil perplexed in his
work, and two or three days of absence, unless he has a bright

mind* leaves him floundering helplessly.

Barely was a boy trans-

ferred to the Truant School because of two or three days of
truancy.

In nearly every case there were numerous repetitions

of truancy, or prolonged periods of truanoy before the transfer

Truancy and low scholarship made a vicious circle,

'hen

school
the boy truanted, hi 3 school work suffered, and as his

work became more difficult, the urge to run away from it grew
have
stronger. Hone of us like to continue doing tasks which
become unpleasent.

It is hard to tolerate unhappiness.

page
Pintner,* in his chapter on "The Laws of Learning",
191, say3i
be
"Annoyance resulting from a given response nay
enragea.
and
so great that the individual is baffled
and so he
He feels that it is impossible to proceed
• Rudolf Pintner, 3duo. Psych., Henry Holt

& Co., H.Y.
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turns a\?ay from th© givern situation. He gives u>. He
refuses to rcrct . This is vhat hardens when things are
too difficult for us.
i« are trying to solve a oroblen
but reaction after reaction takes place with no solxition
so thrt eventually vm acknowledge defeat and civ© up."

That is about
age and

i

vtfiat

happens with aany truants.

It takes cour-

strong character to stand up under daily failures, to

aersevere in the constant struggle against defeat,

find

courage

and strong characters are not the assets of these truants, as

their running a??ay from difficulties bears witness.
/..C-l.-CK-.M

:

LFA

here children enter the kindergarten at five

In this city

years of no©, the average chronological ag* at Grade S level is

between 13 and 14 years.
-:rade

-ith this group of 110 truant3, the R®G-

level sho s a different average.

T able 10

~~

Ap»-Orade Level for Group of 110 Truants
Toi
1L.-10 yrs ToTI
~1L; -14 yra.
14-15 yrs.
yrs .
i^-iS
..umber of Truants
io
16
GlFaae™^
61
19
31
Grade 8
11
34
18
15
Grade 9
1
5
4
Grade 10
1
iTo
Total
78 out of 110
Over-age for Grade

In explanation of this table, it should be said thnt the num-

bers and

ngftS

shown for Grades 8 and 9 arc fair pictures of the

average age distribution for truants in those Grades, but thot the

numbers and ages given for Grades

7 and 10

do not give a complete

picture, for the reason that the school's manner of essigning* spe-

cial

>ro:')lui

u

*
;

Is to certain classes makes for uneven distribu-

tion .

The Grade 7 pupils listed in the above-given table were large,
a'fcward boys, and

-

ere assigned to the division to make them more

and age.
oomfortab* In the company of boys of their own siae
which placed
Grade 10 boys had special needs in schoolwork
The

thorn In the

particular division.

The table is offered only to

their grades
show the large number of truants who are older for

than the average public school pupil*

years, the
A pupil entering kindergarten at the age of 5

each grade,
regulation ago, would, if he spent but one year in
in Grade 8,
be between the ages of 12-13 in Grade 7, 13-14
As shown in the
14-15 in Grade S, and 15-16 in Grade 10.
truants listed for
foregoing table only 11 of the group of 61
while 50 were one to
Grade 8 were average age for their grade,
Grade 9 group, one
two years over-age for that grade. In the
were average and
boy was younger than average by one year, 15
were a year over-age.
18 or more than half of that grade group

group, it
Although the Grade 7 group is not a complete

shovrs

average for their grade.
10 boys who were 2 years older than
absence from school
It is our contention that frequent
who, even though
has hampered the progress of these truants,
could have,
naturally slow or only average in intelligence,
measure of success in
by steady application, enjoyed some

their school-work.

Hot only that,

—

weaned
the habit of truancy has also

securing further education
the truant away from the thought of
very few exceptions,
after he reaches 16 years of age. With

counting the months —or
the habitual truants are impatiently
16th birthdays,
lie between the present and their

years-that
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rhen they

cm

choice off

school

-ith rll its bontfs, end sally out

Into the -or id to snatch from it ony thrills or excitement it
to offer then.

hr.s

It is one of tha truant school's most difficult

tasks, this trying to awaken an interest in future non-con vul-

sory education or training.

In spite of their retardation some of these truants, as

they near 16 years of ^30, rc-ret thair failure to have avpiled
themselves of their educational r ^vantages, and they take n new

interest in schoolinn.

for some

rr

They discover that they have a liking

rticul~r fields of training hitherto unfamiliar to

then, and they arouse themselves to renewed activity.

They nre

giVMi helpful coaching in foundation subjects and transferred to

a pttOlie school

mat

nearly fitted to train then alone the lines

of vork they wish to follow.

Four or five

t5aies

a year groups of boys who have node ex-

cellent records in the natter of attendance are, if they desire
it, transferred back to their ovn district schools or to a school

offering special courses of interest to then.
the esse, the boy chooses to remain a

If, as is sometimes

>upil in the truant school

for the remainder of the year, he is allowed to do so, and by fulfilling scholarship requirements, he may even earn a hone-school
diplorr for his vork.

The disciplinary school avards diplomas for

satisfac tors'- completion of credits, but the diploma is enrravecl

rith the

nrrie of the

homo district r.chocl, in order that

1

o stig-

ma may attach to the honor.
As will be shown in a Irter table, 3D out of this tiroup
of 110 truants vere transferred back to regular schools to continue their schooling, and 8 more vere certificate for v;ork

resting
after reaching 15 years of age, vrith the obligation
Continuation School
upon then of fulfilling the requirements of
do that their
until they reach 16 years of age. If they fail to
certificates will be revoked.
l&ssachusetts require
Since the laws of the Commonwealth of
years, our "follow-upschool attendance only to the age of 16
age. Of the 35 f oraer
on farther education extends only to that
one was returned to the
truants transferred to other schools, only
none of his old companions
truant school. He said that he had found
uncomfortable among so many strangers,
in his class, that ha had felt
in order to be sent back to
and that he had bean a truant purposely
at all pleased with his
the truant school. The school was not
-til he reached 16 years of
record, but he was taken in, and kept u
that tin*,- a matter
He had not a single absence during
age.
th a painter iamcdl ately
work
of over 4 months,— and he found
boy, but a plodder, and was
on his discharge. He was a diffident
plenty of time.
successful in his schoolwork ^en allowei
that frequent truancy
There is every reason to believe
school, causing him to
retards a pupil in his progress through
in
it destroys his interest
be obliged to repeat grades | that

*

age.
further education aft^r 16 years of

SUIEiARY OS EFFIJCTS OF TRUA3CY

At the "beginning of this study ths question was raised
"Should the prevalence of Truancy in our Schools cause

Educators any concern?*

Our conclusion to that question is

*yo», decidedly yes.*

In the first place from the point of view of school

expense Truancy is responsible for a large amount of economic
waste.

Knight, as quoted in the Introduction, places the cost

of Irregular attendance (absences and truancies) in the United

States at 0175,000,000 per year.

But that expense, great as it

is, is not to be compared with the price paid in injuries to the

characters of youthful truants through their misdeeds aid

delinquencies while evading school authorities*
Just the act of truanting presents the temptation to lie
out of it, to deceive parents and teachers.

One lie leads to

another, and habits of deception become ingrained in the
character.

The extra leisure time invites mischief, serious

There

enough, quite often, to be classified as delinquency.

is the temptation to steal to secure food or entertainment.

It is an easy step from one delinquent act to another,

especially when the first one or two have passe I unnoted.

Companionships of truant days are none too wholesome
and are often the occasions of further sins.

Host of the truants admitted that they had been involved
in wrong-doing during their absences from school.

71 of the

group studied had been taken into court for their wrong-doing.

A survey showed that 75^ of the group of 110 truants

v/ore

truants first and delinquents af torward.
and not delinquents.

The

10£

wre

truants

reorder were delinquents

"before

"being truants.

finally, scholastic standing sufferel *ith a resulting

grade-age retardation, for some, oven though they were of low
average intelligence could hare passed their grades, had it

not "been for their absences*

Educators, whose concern it is to see that the youth of
the country is being trained for good citizenship and wholesome

living, should be considerably disturbed over the prevalence
of truancy, to what it is leading and what measures

successfully employed to combat it.

om

be
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CHAPTER VI
TABLS3 ASD DISCUSSIOS
II2A2JS

OP COUTROL OP TRUAKCY

Coagarisqn of Truancy Records
One may state that the amount of truancy in public

schools can he lessened or controlled b

special treatment

hut unless one can show definite results from that special
treatment , the point is not proven.
In order to ascertain the number of truants in this

group of 110 truants who showed notable

i iproveraent in the

matter of school attendance while in the traant school, a
careful study was made of their attendance records from their
previous schools and of their records in the truant school.

At the truant school every absence is thoroughly investigated, and it is known definitely and recorded whether

an absence is legitimate—for sioiaiosa, accident, a funeral
or lack of

&

—

o thing

or whether it is to be counted a truancy.

The legitimate absences have not been counted against a boy's

school attendance record at the disciplinary school, since they

sere caused by factors beyond his control.
If a boy came into the school with a record of many

truancies per month, as most of them do, and his disciplinary

attendance she^t shews one or perhaps two truancies in a
whole term, he is considered as being "stabilised".

Pew of

the truants had less than 15 days of truancies for the current
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year when transf er-ed to the disciplinary school, and many of
them had from 50 to 90 days recorded against them.
There are some former truants who hare made perfect

attendance records during their stay in the school, a period,
absence
souetfcaas. of over a year* without eren a legitimate

recorded.

1!here are

others who hare had no truancy at all,

some other
but who hare been out for illness, quarantine, or
work well
legitimate reason. They are hoys who liked school
their home school
enough, hut who encountered aome situation in
a satisfactory adjustment.
to which they were unable to ma>e
Table 19

r-r%m
m
Record of Attend ~vnoe-3tabi ty »f

H

—

im
",*h

Truants

—

——— 77™

Stabilized
Hot Stabilise I
To
1»
Having Records of Perfect Attendance------

V&imhar

S22£
98
mm

perfect records,
Mnety-eight truants, including the 18 with
that they could in all
made such notably good attendance records
boys of the group of
fairness be called "stabilized-. Twelve

stabilized-.
110 truants may be called -not

Of this number, two

by their families! two
became runaways and could not be located
outside criminal activities,
more were arrested on charges of
away to institutions by the
were found guilty, and were sent
remaintraining in the school, the
Court; three are still under
stabilise!, reached the age of
ing fire, although not considered
ask
training and had the ri^ht to
16 years while .till under
for discharge.
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«hen, nfter transfer to the disciplinary school,

foils to amend his ways

.nd

t»

trunnt

improve his reoord of attendance, nnd

begins another run of truancy, the attendance officer is obliged
to orefer charges

r-

gainst him in court,

f?onerallv the Uourt

coraiits the trunnt to an Institution.

The table rhich follors

-.Ives th<-

records of Oorjoitments

for Truancy from the disciplinary school over
yc:rs.

a

period of several

These statistics are for the whole school, rot for the

-roup of 110 trurnts only.

Tabl.
-

ocor

,

Commitments to In stYti ^t^ons H Court for lruanoy
and :t'or Outside Gffe
School record
Enrolled
Year
Outside
tWi-Pl
158
18
137
14
19SS-S6
2? - 147>
6>.>
19 - 8£
1926-P7
14
5'/"
17
15
1927-26
tm
18
1980..S9
285
so
6^
9
19P9-30
PB - 10,
3>*
281
1930-31
15
301
18 - 6^
893
1931-32
5,
ie
l£
- s#
15
349
4,
1938-33
P.P.
PI - 5
- 5&
1933-34
397
6'^
IP. - ?A88
414
1994*35
s of

, r
-

-^w
j

5;'--

U

The number of boys who have to be

failure to

•

ttend sonool is

t-

ken into court for

-ra'iurHy fMWtftg smaller sal small-

er each year, as is the percentage of oomnitosnts for truancy,
i

ron

35.

14,

in 19?.4-19?.b, commitments have dro roed to

The outside offenses are on complaints of the

Pi,

in 1934-

>oliee for

criminal activities or of the parents for offenses at hone.

hen

sorbine the

school can function in such a way that it keeps "P*
nal-adjustec boys of a school system, l*lpinc them

when it keeps
to make a satisfactory adjustment to school-life,

would-be truants in school, buny and contented, saving thea

from being committed by the courts to residence training
schools for truants, it is proving that Truancy can be
lessened and, to a great extent, at least, controlled.
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UEASS OF CONTROL (continued)
Remedial Measures
As was stated In the Introdtiction, when a boy ploys truant,

tbtn

is, nine tines out of ten, a reason for It beyond

Just the mere whim of the moment.

difficulty

-

cnO-d

be to lam to the

The Ideal way to meet the

WW

imnediatcly after the

first or second occurrence of truancy and help the boy to a

proper adjustment right In his 0*8 hone school, either by help-

raaew

ing to

the cause or by taking the boy out of the situa-

tion which he flats so Intolerable.

ith small classes and

sy.:prthr.tle 9 understandin| tcrehors, -ho

m

interested nore

this
in teaching the child than in teaching their subjects,
respeedy locating of a conflict could be accomplished and

adjustment started.
are today,
ith public schools organized as most of them
too unwieldy to
however, with large, crowded, classes, almost
spurring teachers on
handle, and with the drive of competition
from their nupils,
to strive for showy scholarship records
study or analysis
there is little tine left for attempting any
sensitive, shy type, ho
Of problem pupils, especially the
beyond failure to acBate no .-reat disturbance in a classroom
,

-

complish the tasks

set for them.

methods of the
ith the congestion and high pressure
classroom blocking the ehances for successful

typical modern

combatlnc of trumcy

i

Ithin its 0MB precincts, other

M

which aims to decrease its
are available to the community
its accompanying threat of
quota of truancy, together with

0?.

delinquency, nnd those means

f>re

the establishment of:

The special class for naiad justed oupils
Hie special curriculum school for trurnts

1.
Z9

The first plan is probably the more desirable of the

t??o,

since it is norc in the nature of a preventive of truancy than
a remedy for it.

It ia

sently

ith the pre-

to those veil acquainted

knom fact

a

lar^e intermediate or junior high schools th*t a num-

ber of their pupils are naiad justed, th^t there ore certain
types of children who just cannot travel from class to class
or keep up with the spoed of the class; they ore unhn
ing to do it.

>.vj

try-

They need the single class-room under the one

best
teacher, one -who understands thorn, in order to do their
This Is true of the slo^ pupils, the shy

work.

of

ones, Htf

M

Mi

sensitive
-11

the

atit

the

of the bold and darin? ones.

nlsfits for a grade could be gathared into one class

and feel she
rork so planned that each pupil could do his share

endeavors.
thrill of really achieving success from his
school tried
One of the very able teachers of the truant
Junior High School, and r/as ell pleased
out the plan in n
Moreover, she found that the pupils of that
-ith the results.
no feeling of
ore happy in it and that they experienced
clr.es

MM*

\

•

embarrassment over
it

«

MM lUfcMJ

not designated as

name, just

M

a

«MM

to a

nlMW

of misfits, but

the other classes.

Of course,

class.

Ml

I

letter-

03

The Sr>eoIal School Plen

2.
Ttto

comon

MSM

c-

contributing tc truancy

vrere

found to

nersonality clashes,
be failure in sehool-vork and toeoher->u»il
other. A chan^ of class
and sometimes one Mi bound up in the
improvement in attendance,
schedules nay bring about the desire*
ca nnot be made, as the
but in many school system such chords
flexible to allow for it.
school r,rorr. n is not sufficiently
set up a separate
fairly large school system, horew, cps
curriculum and ?ro«M In barschool for truants and ?maz* «
•

capacities, and
tholr talents, their aptitudes, their
<ms in such n school that this
their peculiar temperaments. It
is och°o1
<**
study *«s made, and it is the

r.ony

•&*

|Mi

*» * ™

vhioh is here discussed.
program of both hand-work
The school offers the truant |
the o pportunity to take net-tooand mental rork. flg is offered
two to three periods per «•*,
technical vork in shop for from
length) in a di75 minutes to 90 minutes in

l^riods

V«7

from

instruction. Pupils r*y choose
versified shop under competent
they rish to pursue,--r;ood™rk,
the articular typo of activity
painting of metal and v;ood.
(both lathe and hand), metnl-*ork,
th°
is to
rirtar. minting or mechanical *****
vlth
tools, and to quaint then
and
hands
their
use
to
bovs bow
them the opportunity for
vocational fields by affording

Poetical

exploratory experience
offered in domestic science.
Tro periods per v«ek are
and cooking vegetables, inking
Training is G lven in preparing
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relishes, preparing salads and sandwiches, making puddings
and simple cakes and candies.

Emphasis is placed upon knowing

food3 and their nourishment values, as well as on economy in

preparing food for the table.

The course is not only a

preparation for jobs such as chef's helper, counter-man, 3alad
or sandwich man in restaurants, waiters, dishwashers, and so

forth,

"but

it is also a practical course for their own welfare,

since a number of these truants are compelled to get or prepare
their own meals at home.

Often boys will tell the teachers how

they prepared for the family supper or for Sunday dinner some

hot dish they had learned to make in school.
The remainder of their class time is devoted to academic

work, either in class groups or individually, if they need

special coaching.

by their grade.

This includes all regular subjects required
It is the school's aim in academic work to

cover the minimum requirements of the course of study for

each grade.
in
The classwork is planned to give pupils satisfaction

their efforts.

They are encouraged to do the best work of

they demonstrate
#hich they are capable, and they are praised when
though
they are doing the very best work they can, even
that

from a more able pupil.
that "best" might be considerei poor work
They are
Classes average about twenty pupils to a room.
know well each pupil
kept small in order that each teacher may
help him as much as possible.
in the class, may study his needs and
in a room, but occasionally
There are only twenty seats and desks
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wlion enrollacpnt ia high, on© or two additional

it has besu a mat tar of coaiaant in tna

taken in at tables,
t.-chool

that

A goodly

ran

i.he

table seats are always

tlie

xapil*s first choice*

b-r of theoe truants will ruih to school mornings

on! get into taelr

& aasroora^

claia. state at

t&oles;,

5ho>

twenty minute 3 ahead of time to
1

,

That might be one forj of bait v.hich

regular schools could u39 to advantage in

equipped with tables and chairs

room

pup4 Is may b©

crurbin^? oru-*ncy

t^ad of with deaki aud

i:

seats*
71 til the except .on of the claases iu
the regular academic i?ork

tether,

done in the bome-room under oro

The pier of having the academic subjects taught in one

mating

clt jsroom, bei * das
v.r

*.a

seance and music, all

shy pupils

v*ho

the special needs of

tU

slow, retarded,

dislike changing classes, has the fo 11

v,?i:

3

advantages a quick change of mind-3et *ar be accomplished by

dropping one lass on

when

jign.* of

..id

fatigue

^There the class-pei

starting anotliar of a different type

catae

1st* evidence.

In a standard program,

od xaust cover a certain number of ainutes,

regardaess of the mood or state of uenrew of the cxaai, no such

transition is possible.

On the other hand, if, as frequently

happen, -even though these boys are not supposed

to like school-

in
work,- the class gets deeply interertei in some probiom

noc^sary to
mr thematic g or some story in English, ii fa not
that
break :.he spell of concantrawitM* because the time for
coaxletlca
particular work has ©vpired. The ela^s may carry to
any other
the ta3k which they are doing, without upsetting
classroom*

All the studying is done in school and is su ;ervised
occasional oases, where
v.ork is t

*>?ork

In

.

has to be speeded uo or made up,

ken hone.

There is a noticeable tendency on the pert of truants to

be of the "huddle" type.
to diffidence.

It is partly due to inertia an.

They heartily dislike too much shifting

school, and say so.

partly

bout in

The majority ouite definitely prefer

cular room, and often,

parti

particular seat, and they become uncom-

a

fortable, and sone tines oven unhap y,

'-hen

For some of these boys their only

n>ts at truancy in the dis-

ntt-

ciplinary school occurred *hen they

?-ore

changed to new locntlo

being transferred from

the deceiving Koom, where they are assigned for observation and

study their first

fe>"

suited to their needs.

reeks, to the regular class-room considered

£ven after they h-ve grown familiar with

the school and the staff,

find

are ready for a promotional trans-

fer, they some tines beg to be permitted to remain vhere Ihey "re.

Kno lag the details of their past existences, hov they hove been
beaten, buffeted, harried, chased, and scolded, at hone

asfl

in

school, far noro than ever they have been encouraged , praised, or

regarded
lone

Slid

,

it is no surprise that they

inh to lit

to remain •'here they an ;eer to bo enjoyin

ell enough a-

sone nee sxire

of comfort and peacofulness of existence.

To counteract this characteristic of the *'huddle r type
and to train the selfish, self -centered ty^e, there Is attention

given to developing a spirit of to

:

-

ork during the he If -hour

of play time, "hi oh follows the lunch- time, in sa atteu t to

B7

teach these truants co-operation and graceful acceptance of

occasional defeat, with the awakening consciousness that there
is victory ahead both in the gaae and in life.

On one or two

afternoons per week, in the spring and fall, boys who have
earned special approbation are taken for the last period to
:-m

icEiense park

a short walk from tho school and there they

may enjoy an inter-elasa ball game or see some of the sights
of the park.

all the

.reek

Classes having 100^ attendance by all members
are usually given this special privilege.

Such

excursions help to satisfy the wanderer *s desire to see and

explore unfamiliar places.
lost or wild

soiae

It is really pathetic to see how

boys are at their first games and heartening

to see how filly they have caught on to the idea of teamwork

when the year is closing.
The school* 3 lunch -counter offerings play an important

part in the mood of the school-boy.

".Tia

old adage, "The wgr

to a Etai's heart is through his stomach", has considerable

application to the adolescent boy.

There is every reason to

believo, and all the school staff subscribe to the belief,
t

at many of these boy3 wo.?ld not have been truants had they

not bean hungry and uniernourished.
on ftlMiTWt

!

As was shown in the chart

Conditions, a largo number were from familias

supported by welfare funds,

rood has not bean ovor-plentiful

in their hones during thase depression years, and they show

signs of being poorly fed.

Their clothing in the winter months

is not 3turdy enough to kesp them

MM and

comfortable

.

The

ordinary school lundi -counters usually have only "snacks " to
sell to the boy with but a few penniss to spend for food.

An

undernourished, chilled boy cannot do his boot work in school
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when ho is hungry, and besides that, he is an easy prey to
d i sc o ur agauaa n t,
The truant school serves the noonday meal at cost and

ma

:os

it a point to have ready every day for lun<ii eon some

nourishing, appetizing hot dish, 3uch a3 rich Deaf

3 tour f

oorn or fish chowder, baked spaghetti /ith cheese and vegetables or vegetable hash with relishes, and a satiafying

portion is sold for three cents.

In addition there are

sandwiches, eocoa, ouddings, all Tor a few cents apioce.
-'or

ten cents the fcruant can have a filling aaal, and for

many a boy it is Lis only real aeul of the

dqr

•

The ^now-

l^dge that they are going to enjoy bodily comfort brings a

good iaany of these truant3 to school,

The regular schools

mijht help keep their attendance acre satisfactory* in the
auue

«sgr*

Probably the ijost important activity on the school's
Ijrogram is the duily xuoroing period devoted to character

training,

T'ith the classes as saail as they are, and the

teachers as well acquainted as they are with the individual
laeabere of their cl asses aid all their failings and weaknesses

the talks and liseusaicns can bscoae most intiuate and to
the point.

Through discussion the beys

ca»

be shown the

error of their ways, and taught that there is right and there
is wr:mg§ that they have free-wills and can control their

own actions, if they have enough courage to desire to do so,
Points of view, which are quite oorauon among the truants who

are delinquents,

ooxjg to

light in these discussions and would,

by their distorted nature,

a?aaze the averages

up in conventional social surroundings,

person oroug t

?he idea, for in3tsace

,
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that it la only a sissy**-*" a "fraid-cat? *ho deenj't lie

and steal ^hanevar the op-port unity presents itaolf , is ona

3uch notion*

To stimulate in the truant a desire to earn

and enjoy a good reputation, to

"build, ip

a good character

and to acoept responsibility for his actions, is the goal

toward whiah the charac tar- training

>rk is directed.

As

that Heel gains ground, the habits of truancy and delinquency

lose their hold*
the truant likes strict discipline,— not cruel, not

severe, not erratic,

—

but the consistent upholding of certain

high standards of conduct*

They raspaet the teachers «ho

tolerate no misconduct, andmost of them take any ropriaanda
or punishments with *ood grace, because they feel thoy ware

deserved.

Oiie

of the frequently expressed faaautiasuta against

their old schools, on the part of truants who had friction

with teachsrs. was that seas particular teacher was "fresh",
was "sarcastic", "pic load* on thea, or was "unfair".
their emotions at the time exaggerated somewhat
aid

the teacher may not have bean as "unfair"

him or her to te,

M

M

tine

No doubt

situation

they believed

,

a groat deal of friction could be avoid-

task,
ed, it would seen, if every teacher when taking aoupil to

made 3ure that both ha and the pupil understood thoroughly
alleged
oath 3 idea of the situation Before the incident was
irreparable harm can be dona to a boy's personality
drop,
to

ridiculed, or
by letting him feel that he is being belittled,
effort
treated unfairly. There should be a real aid sincere

qualities in
on the part of every taacher to find the good

hin feel
each pupil, regardless of his mental level, nnd to make
There will then be less
that he is respected for those qualities.
trying to comshowing-off " and less truancy indulged in by pupils
pensate for a feeling of inferiority,

k special class for malad-

must work along that
justed pupils or a special school for truants
line, if it is to Achieve success.

truant's absences
A very close supervision of every potential
is
'art of the pleasure of bein? a truant
should be carried on.
to hoodwink the teacher.

A truancy enjoyed undetected will le'

MM

once and punished in
to repetitions, but a truancy detected at
a hurry.
loses its zest, and trill not be repeated in

suitable way,

carried on in the
In the truant school, the close check-up is

following manner:
attendance is taken,
At the opening of the school session the
of
is listed under the
and the name of any boy absent that day
Absence Sheets in the attendance
his supervisor of attendance on the
for possible tardiness,
Record Book. About one-half hour is allowed

MM

morning headquarters of the
then each supervisor is notified at his
call is node by telephone,
absence of any of his Charge*. If the
sard, giving
followed in the morning nail by an information
it is

date of absence, and room numIn duplicate the boy's none .address,

with the supervisor's reber, in order that the stub, filled in
files. The supervisor calls
port, nay be returned for the teacher's
not in the house, the parents
at the MBS of the boy, and ,if he is
as soon ac he con be located.
are warned to bring him to the school
the haunts of many of his
Often the attendance officer, who knows
the school. If the boy Is at
boys, locates hin and brings him to
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hc? A e find

claims illness, the supervisor investigates the cleim

and decides whether to accept the excuse or to notify the

school.

If he does the letter, the school nurse makes a cell to ascertain
if the sickness excuse is legitimate or is en attempt at a hoax.

Usually, after a truant finds out by experience what a thorough
and speedy cheeklng-up is BP.de on his absence, especially, if his

parents are at all co-operative, he abandons the attempt to truant tm being to ° nuch of an annoyance to hin.
tend school than to have to so much ex

>l'

It is easier to at-

lning, none of vrhich ex-

cuses Ids act.
.

hcther or not the disciplinary school's program of work

and study suited to the truant's mental ability and temperament,

character training and attention to health and physical development, combined vrith supervision of attendance, hns done in any
small measure what it set out to do, namely, to snve the truant

boy from commitment by the Court to an Institution as

ft

result of

ways or
his truancies, by offering him one more chance to amend his
surroundings,
to make a satisfactory adjustment to school life In
needs,
and under conditions, especially planned to meet his peculiar
and, at the
to break the chronic truant of his habits of truancy
community from
mtm till»4 of his iisregnrd for the law, to save the
the truant's misuse
the annoyance of delinquencies arising from
his questionable daytime
of school hours, and to substitute for
and growth, may be
haunts an environment of srlutary development
the present st tus
deduced from the following table, rhich -ives
the -roup of truants here
of each of the 110 truants, vho made up

being studied.

Table PI
Destination of ^ach of 110 Truants in Croup Studied
At present in Truant School
Transferred
To Work and Continuation-To Regular Public Schools
Discharged at 16 years of Age-Sent Away (Cn Outside Charges
Sent Away ( On Truancy Charge)
RunawayDied

^
16
42

—

8
34

)-———--—

AP

44
4
1
2

1

Total

110
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SUS3SMIY

01'

G0KTR0L OF TRUAKCY

Truancy can bv controlled
sc. tool

,

AI-iD HI

*T.DIAL KKA3URES

and is bcinc controlled in the

under discussion, as evidenced by the

attendance record

r.

gfWt

improvement ir

while the truants were under supervision.

iii:iety-eight -'former" truants, of the 110 truants in the group

studied, may be

c lied

ceiled not stnbilise:^.

str

biliaed in rittendnnce.

Twelve

BOgp

be

Inasmuch Ri contimtcd truancy on the part

of a boy transferred to the disciplinary school en Us for connit-

nent to Middlesex County Training uohool, the decrease in the total
Timber cf truancy conriitnents from the school from
to

14,

in

H§t«B8

in 1934-455 indicates a decided improvement in attendance af-

ter transfer to the truant school.
In the lessoning of truancy the following factors hold an important Plnce:
1.

Oreater individual ettention to the naiad justed child
by means of sriall clesses (not more than "0 to a class)
under one teacher of academic subjects.

S.

*>reater recoaiition of individual differences of abili-

ty and tastes in children by variety of work.
3.

An opportunity for every >u >il to feel satisfaction in
the accomplishment of his tasks and to be rewarded for
his achievement, if it is the best he can do.

4.

An elastic schedule to permit of lengthening or shortening periods to meet noils' interests and needs, both
emotional and physical.

5.

Variety of curriculum through a combination of mental
work and manual work ishop and cooking).

6.

A minimum credit requirement for promotion for the dull-

7.

Supervised study.

8.

Out-of-door exercises and games. Daily setting-up exercises, and generous recreation period for rough-andtumble play,
and c?-tch.

—football,

restling, boxing, volley-bull

a.
J.O.

11.

holenonejhot, noon-day lunches.

Intensive Sfeer^ctcr Tr^inln- <ork, not confined to one
not eriod, but ncrae?' tine every task rherever the o >K>rtunity offers itself.
CJlose
tin

1?!.

13.

supervision of

tlic

attendance of every pupil, with

imediate investigation of every absence.

Attention to general hen 1th of r»u>il vith
of the services of the school nurse.
Jb'cir,

boy.

-onerous use

sympathetic, and uraler standing treatment of every
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CHAPTER VII.

SUimRY MID

COIiCLUSIGK

Truancy is a syimtom of school "sickness" and not a disease
in itself.

it look beyond symptoms to locate sources of trouble

in illness, and so, too, in c^ses of truancy «t must sop-k causes

beneath the actual fact of unlawful *ith-dreval from school.
In looking back ever the field of possible Causes of Truancy,

t.e

find that truancy is seldom the result of a single, isolat-

ed circumstance.

Rather is It the product of

circumstances, of influences such as those

combination of

a

'arnrinsinr.

from (1) he-

redity, (?) restrictions traceable to the unf emiliarity of parents

with certain conventional Americ n st ruiards, IS) broken homes,

U)

financially dependent households, (5) lack of trainlnc in ethical
standards of conduct,

{

G) a

feeling of inferiority or discourage-

nent due to liciited mental capacity, or 17) handle- as of health
or of ahysieel defects.
In some few cones the cause is found to be

a

single circum-

stance, R« for instance, friction betveen teacher and ;>u?il -rising from personality clashes.

One should not draw the conclusion that every tine one of
the fore.-oin

sult .

•

conditions prevails, truancy must of necessity re-

Rather do «• conclude, after studying the histories of the

individual truants in the group of 110 truants,

tfcftt

there h-ve

contributed
been present in each case certain elements that have
pert to the complicated whole, -hich effected the behavior
some

Of that individual in such a

ay thet he reacted to the school

and
situation by truanting rather than by facing his difficulties

overcoming them.
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The findings from the study of the truemts' activities during absences from school substantiate the opinion thnt truancy

lends to delinquency, *nd that, by lessening and controlling the

mount of truancy

in ^ny community, schools may lessen at the sane

tine the araount of delinquency.

The scholastic standing is jeopard-

ized by chronic truancy, ss vn$ shewn by statistics on scholastic

standing.

Truancy can be controlled, and, to a grep.t extent, lessened,

by placing truants toother in

n

speolal school, est blished for

that purpose and equipped to handle the problen of Truancy.

The

principles involved Include:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Homogeneous Grouping.
-adapting the School to the Child, to his rental
Caprelty, his Temperament , and to his Special Reeds.
Attention to Physical elf arc and iiocreation.
Attention to Itor&l elf are through Character Training.

5.
6.

Strict Supervision of Attendance with S->eedy and
ireful Checking up of Absences.
strict discipline.

A city or town, which cannot undertake the special school,
can f'cconplish much in truancy prevention by organizing a class of
raal-ndjusted pupils with a program arranged to suit their needs,
one!

ith tasks

ithin the scope of their capacities.

That truancy can be controlled by special handling is attested to by the figures showing the number of truants saved from com-

mitment to institutions, rnd the number

who returned to sohool

life ofter a run of truancy, and rho became stabilized in their

school habits, at least, until they reached the age of 1C years,
vhen they could be lawfully discharged.

KMKWaODATXOI
In connection

with the suggestions for control of

truancy, one other matter sug eats itself, and that is the

matter of discharging a boy to vcrk*

The lavs of Mas**

aehusetts permit a hoy to be discharged for work after he
reaches 14 years of age, if he has passed certain scholastic
requirements*

Boms boys of 14 years nppear to have reached

their mental level at Grade 7 or Grade 8.

developed physically*

They are well-

Being forced to remain in school when

they hove no further interest in schooi.worSe 1b detrimental
to their morale, bad for their habits of behavior, and lords
to truancy*

It would seem desirable to encourage such boys

who are hopelessly hacinmrd in school -work to leave school
and

t

n>e work, if suitable employment can be found, and if

they have met all requirements*

community ^ould benefit,

to

Both the boy and the

say nothing of the school*

EJCCKRiTS FROM TRUANTS • LiiTTSBS
s bee- use I thought I wae artThe reason I played truant
j.iers and I did not like Algebra,
some thing over ou bite
end Science that we aau. X liked the shop teachers but I did
not catch on quite well.
"Vhen I lived near the water I used to play truant and go
fishing down the harbor. I'd stay overnight. lio and then I'd
hop a truck into town and see a movie or go the big dept. stores
ancl have some fun like ring the elevator button, riaing up rnd
down or go near S. Square or 11. Street and have fun ith the
man selling thin n, and yoll here's the cop" to chase him."
•

;

*

One morning I
2, ''This is the first reason 'hy I was truant.
was late for school and I had to 30 to the 8:30 squad find I told
one of m? schoolmates that I had to go at eight-thirty and he
told me fchftt if I would be late again I would have to double
ell next morning I vae Ir.te and I did not go to the
ny time.
school so tlvt I ould not have to go twice as aeny as I had to
go -t eight- thirty.
"Another reason is that I did not like how my mathematical
'«

teacher taught us mathematics."
5. "The reason I "hooked was beeouse I didn't care for r?y f o me. I cleaned cars end atched cars in the *<itorTJher to
oeaa* and I got aft % 2 for doing It and then I vent to the boys'
elnb after suaper. And I played checkers until aft** 10 o'clock.
hen I c^ne home, ray door was locked and i .as trying to find a
vay to get In hen my father ynked the door open and grabbed
me. He began banging me round and beating me and he s-id I v;as
o <~ood th t I waen* t going to be coning ha*e at that time of
aignt and that I could ;et out and st- y out. And then he stopped
hitting me and asked me how much money I got. I told him §2 and
he said let me see." Then he took It end hen he started to
b ng no again, I ducked and ran ovit the door. He ycllod that I
needn't come back, so I vent down the street pud I slept in the
hall of §1 empty house, and the next day I went over to shine
cars so I could earn some money to eat. And one of the boys
told me tjy father *as looking for me, so I stayed away and slept
on the ferry at night. I was afraid to go to school so ho
wouldn't catch me. Then the police found me on the ferry and
took ne to the station-house and then took me home and they told
me I must corai. in when my father says so."
'c

.

\

4. *% played truant bocause I didn't like a couple of my teachers.
ent to shows and
'-hen I olayed truant I
"They were too fussy,
sometimes in the street. I olnyed truant on account of one teacher who didn't like me. .hen I -as absent at the beginning of
school I had to make up some work that I missed. One night after school I rave her the ork to correct . The following week I
asked her for my notebook so that I could write the rest of the
She said that she gave it to no. I told her that I gave
i-otos.
it to her end that I haven' t seen it or written in it sj,no.e I
Since then she has been calling the headmaster
r-r-ve it to her.
to h-»vc rie thrown out of the school because I dldn* t want to
;

—

in the notebook again, I have never trunake up the ffllil mrt
anted before because I liked school, end besides that I never truonted before end I never <?ot into any nlschief ith any policei

roan.

to xJce r.luust uvery Tuesday off *>ccnuso c used to
1
St
have e iirth tent every Tuesday. Because math ^as too hard. I
wont to shows most of the time I was out. I pinched nild bottles
to g#t the price."
•

i

mm

I did not
coin-' to bscus
"I did not liko the. school I
,h»t
lone
X wnt to
school
stay
in
couldn't
1
hours.
like the
be outside. I sold iRiew, worked with n track driver and rent
G.

to shows during

nry

truancy.

— High

School. I played truant betS I I had to
nd Drill.
c^v so J lidn*t*like Mathematics
recount of the
truant
on
didn't
play
drill I wouldn't shov, uv>. I
tine I playDrill.
and
Hath
BWItJP
especially
oth r lessons, but
theatre,
the
and
vent
up
then
luoney,
earned
md
vent
ed truant I
illinr to ;o to any other
I was
nnd I e-rae out rt 2:30 o'clock.
school .here they did not drill and were a little easier on the
7

"i fomerl->" vent to the

Hwy

very word I
"'I truantcd bee use I didn't like ny teacher.
8.
ye.
r
of Trench
second
mr
It
ena
"sold she would contradict no.
eerie into
I
hen
before,
year
the
*
teacher
different
«nd I hod
and I dida
reach
different
elrtost
taught
she
rsy second teacher
they
but
course
ry
change
to
-.-anted
I
anynore.
n't like French
show
a
to
vent
I
frori
school.
truanted
so
no,
I
let
v.oiildn't
and I huns around comers when I wasn't in school."
:

'

-

"I truanted because sone of the boys in ry gans anted to.
used to hor» trucks and do BOOB little thieving. But I began
to set vine to itself. I did it because I wanted to shot? then
1 dared to do it'. I didn't want then to think I was yellow.
9.

and I used to hook we used to take our
by the railroad tracks and see how nany
down
and
go
beo-occ suns
polioe
bull's etms we could r-et on the err windows. The » llroad nor©.
my
there
go
can't
ch-sed us one day and caught us, and we
10.

"hen another boy

ny? Because
"The wera.on I would, like to be is a elder.
TS~r --ew ^rrs to cone v eld in." is going to be a main thins to be
and there
used on oars, trains, planes, "shias, iron structures,
is rood pay in it."

ML

'

.

fron Connositions by Truants

lOCoerTits

"The Person I ..ould Like To Be."

"If I ha<( ny nick of who I would like to be of the ui-todato nan, it would be Buster Crabbe. He has von n^ny honors and
cups for avioning. another reason is that it is ny f vorite
Bport and the snort that I can do best."

1.

•

Foxx of the Boston Bed Box flascball Jl l), because he rlveys has a good tine travailing to different cities vith the other b 11 ilryers of the club. Be also
is a very lnportant man in the iied Box's baseball tcan. The salary he receives ifl in the vicinity of ^50,000 per year, and he
a.Vneals to no nost because he is a good hitter and olso a Rood
&aa for first base, having already hit six hone runs vith the
see son just beginning.
2.

"I would like to be Jinny

"If a nerson vore to cone up to me and tell ne I could be
anyone in the~ world, I believe 1 vould choose to be uvself, because I an billing to live ny o\n life.''

3.

"I would like to be E. J. Hoover, chief of the Becret Ber4.
vice, because he pets rood nay, gives orders and gats nraisod
when a big shot ?*ets caught. I vould like to hear the stories
the crooks give hen they get caught, and be able to carry and
handle a gun, ch".se crooks in oars with Tommy guns".
-

"If I could hit as good as Babe Buth, ny troubles would
S,
be over. That is I would hit all the honers in the team, be adof all be nade
mired bv the olavors and the audience, and
on the side,
tone?en >t?'in.
I would also rake a little spending
fence, and
the
side
of
for I would have ny brother on the other
for a
this
doing
keen
and
ball
avary honer I sent over get the
only
drcons
since.
If
a
cents
at
fifty
weak, then soil t an
cane truct"

It

"The best thing I like to do is to play baseball. It tea
been ny favorite snort for years. I have bean successful but exact to go further. I will be putting the ball over the fence
ball-player.
vory soon. The day will cone when I will be a great
G.

w

vould open u;
poor neople,
the
ice crean s ion and give a-. ay free ice crean to
vith ny rata
also
and
Uod
nd furthermore I would like to be vith
w
or and family.

7.

"I

•ould like to be a boss at a store.

I
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questionnaires to Trursnts

..unber 1.
1.
2.

Hint is your name?
Your address

3»
4.

here \?ere nu born?
hen were you bom?
In ^hat MKUi tapjf t?as your f --ther born?
In vrhrt country mm your mother born?
Hot: many children 'ire there In your family?
(Count the oldest number
Vhat miribcT' ere you
'

•

8.
7.

8.

1)

dumber ?.
Are you in the habit of facing to Church or Sunday School
or
Usually?
e.
or
occasionally*?
b.

1.

c.

liever?

Can you --rite from memory The Ten Commandmei ts"

Any of than

cumber 3.
1.

p.

3.

1

1

hv did you truant from our old school? -a t -;ere trie real
rep sons for your staying a\-ay from school
Vhat did you do to r>ass the time hen you vere a lIlwlVfT
What did you do?
-here aid* vou go?
that ws a violation of our lavs?
anything
Did you do
v.;

umber 4.
1.

ere you ever involved in any trouble

you have any court records or
your first truancy?

1th police?

dice

warnings before

P..

I'dd

3.

beDid you get a court record of any sort after you had
come i trunnt?

4.

truIf you did, vos the offense commit teo as a result of
ancy?

ftumber 5.
JU

thjt you
Is there anything about the disciplinary school net is i*r
so,
If
school
like any better than your old

f
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